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From the Publisher
Managing change has always been a challenge,
more so when the change is fundamental and is
likely to revolutionise the way an entire system
works. Detariffing is one such change that the
general insurance industry has to go through.
Effecting it with the minimum damage to the
industry and all its stakeholders, including
customers, is the aim of the Authority. We are
firmly of the view that detariffing has to take place
in phases and has to be carried through in a way
that the damage and disruptions are minimised.
I have expressed in many fora the need for a
reliable and credible database for the industry to
base its pricing on. The industry having been in a
tariff environment over many decades now has not
maintained data which would be the acceptable
basis of scientific underwriting and it has to reclaim
lost ground now. Such a database is also required
for the industry to establish to the outside world

its cost structure and efficiency in an increasingly
competitive world.
In other words, these measures are needed not
only for actuarial work for rate making, but also to
study trends on an ongoing basis and share them
with consumers so that the claims experience of
the industry is communicated transparently to
them. The outcome of such information and
awareness should be reduced incidence of risk in
the economy, which would pave the way to better
pricing of insurance. Detariffing would largely
depend on how quickly we acquire the date base.
In the next issue of the IRDA Journal we are
inviting economists to write about what they perceive
as the benefits of the reforms the insurance industry
has seen in the last few years. We hope to benefit,
along with you, from their insight and suggestions.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Looking & Leaping
Belling the cat has never been a very sought after chore, but it has to get done. After discussing
the job and all its consequences regarding detariffing the general insurance market, we seem to be back to
square one.
So we bring you afresh a set of discussions on what will happen and what may not when detariffing
comes around. Interestingly no one seems to consider that it is an ‘if,’ only a ‘when.’
So while I have tried to outline the nature of this beleaguered changeover, Mr. Piyush I. Majmudar
patiently and articulately analyses – as an actuary would – what the entire exercise implies. His insight
into events past, like the initiation of tariffs and how they came to be in the Regulator’s turf, as also the
Marine Cargo detariffing in the early 90s give a perspective on history. Mr. G. V. Rao comments caustically
on the ambivalence in the minds of all the stakeholders with regard to detariffing and its methods and
effects.
We have invited some large consumers of insurance to comment about what they have seen in the
market and what they see as the impact of detariffing. We are happy to present you Mr. N. Sundararajan,
Company Secretary and Head - Internal Audit Ashok Leyland who also looks after the insurance function
and Mr. Dinyar Jivaasha, Group Head & Vice President – Essar Group Corporate Risk & Insurance
Management sharing their thoughts.
From industry practitioners come two interesting articles this time. Mr. N. C. Das of National Insurance
Company gives us an idea of how an underwriter would think if he had to live by his wits to rate risks –
something that the other writers in this issue have repeatedly pointed out is far from happening – and
Mr. C. P. Udayachandran of United India Insurance Company talks of the overall scenario related to tariffs
and detariffing.
Keeping Count, our accounting and audit column by Mr. P. S. Prabhakar, looks this month at the
difficult position that the statutory auditor of a general insurance company is put in by various, many a
time conflicting, definitions of his role.
We bring you an article on embedded value of life insurance companies by writers with
PriceWaterhouseCoopers in order to set off some sharing and debate on this topic that is likely to become
important as the deadline begins to loom large for our insurers to go public.
The next issue of the IRDA Journal will attempt to look at the path we have traversed in the last five
years through the eyes of economists. We hope to get an insight into the benefits or missed opportunities in
spreading insurance during the exhilarating infancy of the new-look insurance industry.

IN THE AIR

IRDA on 5% discount
IRDA has issued a circular on 17th
February, 2005 regarding the Special Discount
in lieu of Agency Commission/Brokers
Remuneration and Remuneration payable to
Direct Insurance Brokers and Insurance Agents
as follows:
Attention is drawn to the Authority’s circular
No.GEN/CIR/009/MAR-04 dated 3rd March,
2004 on special discount in lieu of Agency
Commission/Broker’s Remuneration payable
for Direct Insurance Brokers and Insurance
Agents in General Insurance Business”.
The above circular was valid for a period
of one year starting from 1st April, 2004 to
31st March, 2005. The Authority has reviewed
the performance of the industry, particularly
the development of the system of brokerage
and the benefits to insuring public through
increased market penetration. A number of
representations received from different
stakeholders from time to time on the same
have also been examined.
Accordingly, this circulaxr is issued
superceding Circular No.GEN/CIR/009/MAR04 dated 3rd March, 2004 with the following
changes:
1. (a)
The
eligibility
limit
for
Special discount of 5 per cent in
lieu of Agency Commission /Broker’s
Remuneration stands raised from paid up
capital of above Rs.3 crore to above
Rs.15 crore without any distinction between
private and public sector.
(b) The cover under the mega risk
policies and project insurance
(EAR/CAR/ALOP) above Rs.1500/- crore
sum insured will also be eligible for Agency
Commission/Broker’s Remuneration
irrespective of the capital structure and the
insured will not be eligible for 5 per cent
special discount.
(c) In respect of Government
Departments where paid up capital cannot
be determined, the facility of 5% Special
Discount in lieu of Agency Commission/
Broker’s Remuneration shall continue.
(d) Companies or firms, whether
Private Limited Companies or Public Sector
Undertakings or statutory bodies having a
paid up capital above Rs.15 crore except
Mega risk policies and project insurance
(EAR/CAR/ALOP) of sum insured above
Rs.1500 crore shall henceforth have the
option of either:
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(i) availing a 5% Special Discount
and place the Tariff business
of Fire, Petrochemical,
Engineering,
Consequential Loss (Fire), MLOP and IAR
directly with an insurer; or
(ii) seeking the services of an
Insurance Broker/Insurance Agent, in
which case they will become ineligible for
availing the 5% Special
Discount
2. The scale of Agency Commission/Brokers
Remuneration shall be regulated as per
the table given below:
3. It is also clarified that:
a) Special Discount in lieu of Agency
Commission/Brokers Remuneration shall
be restricted only to Tariff business of Fire,
Petrochemical, IAR, CL (Fire), Engineering
& MLOP for paid up capital above Rs.15
crore.
b) In all cases where the insured is availing
special discount in lieu of Agency
Commission/Broker’s Remuneration, the
same should be indicated on the face of
the policy.
c) The percentage of special discount in lieu
of Agency Commission/ Broker’s
Remuneration specified in item (c) above

No.

Class of Risk

Paid up Capital

Individuals
1.

Tariff business of Fire, Petrochemical,
Engineering, CL (Fire), MLOP and
IAR insurances

be applied on the final premium excluding
service tax.
d) For the purpose of evidence of paid up
capital a copy of the latest Balance Sheet
which is in public domain as per the
requirements of the Companies Act, 1956
should be acceptable. In case of a balance
sheet which is 2 years prior to the relevant
year of placing insurance an auditor’s
certificate must be produced. In case of
sole proprietorship and partnership firms
a certificate from a Chartered Accountant
to the client should be acceptable.
e) In respect of branches in India of a foreign
company reference should be drawn from
the paid up capital of the company in the
country in which it is incorporated and
thereafter converting it into Indian Rupees.
4. The above orders come into effect from
1st April, 2005.
5. For Marine Hull Tariff business the existing
scale of remuneration shall continue until
further orders.
6. The Authority is examining the
recommendations made by the Expert
Committee on the other matters and shall
take a final decision in due course of time.
C. S. Rao, Chairman

Agency Commission Direct Brokers Remuneration
(% of final premium
(% of final premium
excluding service tax)
excluding service tax)
10%
12.5%

Paid up capital
upto Rs.15 crore

Upto 10%

Upto 12.5%

Paid up capital
above Rs.15 crore
to 25 crore

Upto 6.25%

Upto 7.5%

Paid up capital
above Rs.25 crore

Upto 5%

Upto 6.25%

No cap on capital
and no special
discount

5%

6.25%

2.

The above mentioned risks in Sl.No.1
under Mega Policy & project insurance
(CAR, EAR, ALOP) with sum insured
above Rs.1,500 crore

3.

Indian Motor Tariff and Statutory
Insurances (Workmen’s
Compensation Act, 1923; Motor
Vehicles Act, 1988; Public Liability
Insurance Act, 1991)

N.A.

Upto 10%

Upto 10%

4.

All Non-Tariff Business excluding
risks in Sl.No.2

N.A.

Upto 15%

Upto 17.5%

IN THE AIR

TRAINEE SURVEYORS EXAMINATION
IRDA has issued a circular
regarding
trainee
surveryors
examination as follows:
1.1. All the applicants enrolled with
Insurance
Regulatory
and
Development Authority as trainee
surveyors upto 30th June, 2004
(training enrollment no. 2343 to
2858) and have submitted their
quarterly training reports with the
authority (As per annexure ‘a’) are
advised to download the
application form for insurance
surveyors examination and submit
the same alongwith the requisite
fee to Insurance Institute of India,
Universal Insurance building, 6th
floor, Sir Pherozshah Mehta Road,
Mumbai – 400001 Telephone nos.

022-22872923 and 22874722,
Section -ii : Rs. 250 per subject.
Fax no. 022-22873491.
5. Examination time table is as under:
2. Candidates are advised to
appear
for
the
Section Subject no. & Title Exam dates Time
examination only for the
respective departments
I
Section-i(s-01)
08/05/2005 9.30am to 12.30pm
for which they are
enrolled.
II
Motor
08/05/2005 2.00pm to 5.00pm
3. The last date of sending
I
Engineering
15/05/2005 9.30am to 12.30pm
application forms to
Insurance Institute of
II
Miscellaneous
15/05/2005 2.00pm to 5.00 pm
India, Mumbai is 20th
March, 2005.
I
Fire
22/05/2005 9.30am to 12.30pm
Incomplete application
II
Marine Cargo
22/05/2005 2.00pm to 05.00pm
form in any respect will not
be entertained.
I
LOP
29/05/2005 9.30am to 12.30pm
4. The fee structure is as
follows :II
Marine Hull
29/05/2005 2.00pm to 5.00pm
Admission fee : Rs.150
Section -i (compulsory The exam for Marine Hull i.e. So4 and LOP i.e. So8 will be held only at Delhi,
Kolkata, Mumbai and Chennai centres.
paper) : Rs.250

IRDA’s INSURANCE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN ON DOORDARSHAN
As part of it insurance awareness campaign, the
Authority as in recent past is conducting phone in
programmes (usually in the 4th week of every month)
beginning from January’2005 from the following
Doordarshan Kendras:
Thiruvananthapuram, Chennai, Bangalore, Panaji,
Jalandhar, Bhubaneswar, Guwahati, Kolkata, Ahmedabad,
Hyderabad and Mumbai.
Each programme will be about a different topic as follows:

insurers will refer to new lives insured during the financial
year and in force as on 31st March of the year.
The circular reads as follows:
To ensure proper compliance of the IRDA (obligations of
Insurers to Rural or Social Sectors) Regulations, 2002 as
amended by IRDA (Obligations of Insurers to Rural or Social
Sectors) (Amendment) Regulations, 2004 the following
clarifications are being made in respect of fulfillment of
social sector obligations as contained in the sub regulation
3(b) of the said regulations.

MONTH

TOPIC

Janurary, 2005

What is IRDA?

February, 2005

The concept of insurance

March, 2005

What is life insurance?

April, 2005

What is general
insurance?

May, 2005

Distribution channels in
insurance

(iii) ten thousand lives in the third financial year;

June, 2005

Policyholders’ grievances

(iv) fifteen thousand lives in the fourth financial year;

The exact timings of the programmes will be announced
by the respective Doordarshan Kendras.
Life insurers' rural and social sector obligations
Irda has issued a circular clarifying that the number of
lives in respect of rural and social sector obligations of life

Sub regulation 3 (b) of the IRDA (Obligations of Insurers
to Rural or Social Sectors) Regulations, 2002 states that
the obligations of insurers towards social sector is –
(i)

five thousand lives in the first financial year;

(ii) seven thousand five hundred lives in the second
financial year;

(v)

twenty thousand lives in the fifth year:

It is hereby clarified that the term “lives” refers to new
lives insured during the financial year and in force as on
31st March of the year. This will come in force in the financial
year 2005-2006.
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KEEPING COUNT

For Whom, the Numbers
— The target audience for insurance financials
The financials of Public Sector insurance companies must be an open book for the various stakeholders,
especially the insuring public, to see, observes P. S. Prabhakar.

The statutory auditors of the Public
Sector Unit (PSU) insurance companies
are indeed in an unenviable position.
Their appointments are governed by the
Companies Act and cleared by the
Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG)
– the CAG also has a statutory duty to
‘vet’ their reports by giving a
‘supplementary’ report. Their audit
scope and the reporting methodology are
prescribed by the IRDA, which is the
custodian of the policyholders’ interests.
Their reports are supposed to be
addressed to just one of the
stakeholders, viz. the Government, since
it is the lone shareholder. Their ethical
parameters come under the scrutiny of
their own regulatory body, viz., the ICAI.
And their fee structures are decided by
the individual companies’ boards.
In the pre-IRDA days, the situation was
quite different. The audit aspects were
just monitored by the provisions of the
Companies Act. In the absence of extant
regulations on financial reporting,
disclosure requirements, ‘management
report’ etc., the statutory auditors were
not in a position to do anything other
than to report on mundane issues like
non-reconciliation of bank accounts or
agents’ balances and violations of Sec.
64 VB of the Insurance Act.
Demanding Situation
The paradigm changes in the financial
reporting issues ushered in by the IRDA
regulations, resulting in the auditors being
pulled in different directions as mentioned
above, and yet expected to keep an ‘eagle’
eye on things, have put the auditors too in
a very demanding situation.
The IRDA regulations have increased the
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reporting requirements substantially. It is
mandated that the auditors, besides
attesting the ‘true and fair’ aspects, should
go way beyond the financials and certify
matters contained in the management
reports, which by themselves encompass
wide-ranging issues. Additionally, they
need to certify solvency margin calculations,
etc. However, in the strange evolution of
things, we see today that an auditor
addresses his main audit report to just one
stakeholder in the format designed for the
requirements of another stakeholder.

An auditor addresses his
main audit report to just one
stakeholder in the format
designed for the
requirements of another
stakeholder... (This) and
making it almost
unavailable to the public
domain does seem
unjustified.

The newly introduced sub-sections of 11
(1A) and 11 (1B) demarcating the funds
belonging to an insurance company into
Policyholders’ and Shareholders’
respectively have not percolated to
addressing the issue of the attest
functions. In fact, the major activity of
an insurance company is gravitating to
the investment function. A significant
proportion of the investible funds of an
insurance company belong to the
policyholders. Against this background,
addressing the audit report to the
solitary shareholder and making it

almost unavailable to the public domain
does not seem to be appropriate.
Compare it with the nationalised banks,
where also the ownership rests with the
Government (in most cases). Though the
attest functions come completely under
the regulatory parameters of the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI), specific wellintended fiats are available for
dissemination of the audited financial
information to the general public as well.
This is done through press
advertisements as well as displays in the
bank’s branches. After all, existing and
potential customers do have the right to
information, professionally attested,
about the financial health of the
institution they trust their money with.
It is, of course, true that the regulations
are still evolving in this industry, where
the PSU players were administered like
government departments prior to the
new regulations. It is perhaps not
enough if the regulator mandates the
formatting of the audit reports but
should also seek powers to ensure that
the reports reach the public at large as
well. After all, it is still possible for the
smarter officials in the PSUs to reengineer the financial picture, and still
be ‘within’ the regulations and, what is
more, either escape or successfully
manage the scrutiny of the auditors.
A Case in Point
Here is an illustration. In 2001-02,
Oriental Insurance changed its
Unexpired Risks Reserve (URR)
provision from 100 per cent to 50 per
cent for Marine Cargo, as the new IRDA
regulations made a distinction between
Marine Cargo and Marine Hull, and

KEEPING COUNT

permitted 50 per cent URR provision for
Cargo, as against the earlier diktat of
100 per cent for Marine as a whole.
This resulted in writing down of the
provision by Rs. 48.26 crore. The loss for
the year was mentioned as Rs. 235.48
crore and this was after the said release,
which made the ‘net loss’ lower by Rs.
57.50 crore, as per the company’s reply
to the CAG’s comments.
However, the report by the Financial
Advisor (FA) had suggested that the loss
was entirely attributable to the
additional provision for Motor TP claims
amounting to Rs. 246.4 crore. That is, if
it were not for such a provision, the
company would have actually made a
profit of Rs. 10.92 crore. The URR
release which gifted it Rs. 57.5 crore was
not acknowledged even in the Notes on
Accounts, as mandated by AS-5. Neither
was this commented upon by the
auditors. However, the Company had
made a cursory mention of this in its
reply to the CAG comments.
In 2003-03, the same company, which
had made the outstanding claims
provisions in the earlier year ‘after
studying the recent trends in claims
settlement’ and after ‘the method and
the quantum of this provision has been
endorsed by their Appointed Actuary’,
decided on a volte-face and reversed the
estimates of claims provisions across
the board to the tune of Rs. 360.22 crore
and showed a PBT of Rs. 175.89 crore.
This time the company said that
‘refinement in the actuarial methods to
arrive at a more realistic picture of the
liability’ and ‘changes in loss provisions
done in the normal course of business’
were the reasons for the reversal of
estimates. It even argued that AS-5
would not be attracted in such cases.
(Disclosure of information impacting
operational results.)

However, the FA, in his report, had
stated that “the dramatic turnaround in
results was mainly due to a well
conceived and sustained strategy
implemented by the company.” He went
on to add that the “lowering of incurred
claims ratios is a direct reflection of the
effort made by the company towards more
profitability.” A backhanded admission!
Except a mention in the “Notes forming
part of accounts” which bear the signature
of the auditors as well, no comment of
any sort was made by the auditors this
time either.
The CAG had pointed out that such
reversals were not in conformity with AS5 but the company had stoically

For nationalised banks,
specific well-intended fiats
are available for the
dissemination of the audited
financial information to the
general public as well. This is
done through press
advertisements as well as
displays in the bank’s
branches.

and, was ignored by the company (which
stated that it would go to IRDA for
clarification). The CAG did not take the
issue further. IRDA does not seem to have
any questioning mechanism on the
financials, even though the company
‘converted’ some Policyholders’ Funds into
‘Shareholders’ Funds’ by writing down the
claims provisions citing the ‘regulations.’
Issues like this are quickly buried and
forgotten by all concerned. The bottom
line is that there is a seeming confusion
as to who can question, and about what,
in respect of the financial information
in PSU insurance companies. Perhaps
it is time IRDA held a dialogue with ICAI
and the CAG to bring about role clarity
for every agency concerned.
Tailpiece: The methodology adopted by
Oriental, of writing down the URR
provisons in Marine Cargo and in one
go, converted a significant portion of the
‘carefully built policyholders funds’ as a
‘one-time profit,’ without attracting any
serious repercussions, and was followed
by United India in 2002-03 (Rs.54
Crores) and by National in 2003-04
(Rs.53 Crores). So, in all, over Rs.160
Crores of ‘Policyholders Funds’ were
simply eaten away by the three
companies!

maintained that AS-5 would not be
applicable. It even said that it would refer
to IRDA on this. Why to IRDA and not to
ICAI? The company did not explain.
Neither was there any follow-up
information in the 2003-04 financials.
It appears that statutory auditors, who
should have put their foot down on issues
pertaining to such provisions and
reversals, did not do so. (Perhaps because
their reporting is to shareholders only
and this is a policyholders’ matter!) The
CAG, which did ask a few questions,
did not elicit the answers it looked for

The author, who used to work with the
nationalised general insurance industry,
is a practising Chartered Accountant.
In this series he discusses analysing the
balance sheet of a general insurance
company.
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Life new business grows 35% in January
The life insurance industry underwrote policies stood at Rs.2,60,312.28 lakh and
a premium of Rs.1,56,636.16 lakh
during the month of January, 2005,
taking the cumulative premium
underwritten during the current year
2004-05 to Rs.15,03,644.13 lakh.

Rs.9,83,742.86 lakh respectively
accounting for 6,31,088 and 1,55,29,251
policies. The group single and non-single
premium accounted for Rs.2,34,333.52
lakh and Rs.25,255.47 lakh.

The total Individual premium and
Group premium underwritten were
Rs.12,44,055.13 lakh (82.74 per cent)
and Rs.2,59,589 lakh (17.26 per cent)
respectively as against Rs.8,95,974 lakh
(80.39 per cent) and Rs.2,18,542.62 lakh
(19.61 per cent) underwritten in the
corresponding period of the previous
year. The premium underwritten by
the industry upto January, 2005,
towards individual single and non-single

LIC underwrote premium of
Rs.11,74,275.14 lakh during the period
i.e., a market share of 78.10 per cent,
followed by ICICI Prudential and Birla
Sunlife with premium underwritten
(market share) of Rs.97,882.52 lakh
(6.51 per cent) and Rs.42,887.30 lakh
(2.85 per cent) respectively. The
number of lives covered by the industry
under the various group schemes was

52,25,075 during the period ended
January, 2005. LIC covered 32,37,549
lives under the group schemes
accounting for 61.96 per cent of the
market, followed by SBI Life with
6,66,024 lives (12.75 per cent), Bajaj
Allianz with 2,60,106 lives (4.98 per
cent) and Tata AIG with 2,57,321 lives
(4.92 per cent).
While LIC’s market share declined
from 87.76 per cent for the period ended
January, 2004, all new life insurers
increased their market share, over the
corresponding previous year numbers.
Cumulatively, the new players
underwrote first year premium of
Rs.3,29,368.99 lakh.

Analysis of the statistics in terms
of linked and non-linked premium
reflects the changing pattern of the life
industry. The growth has been skewed
in favour of linked business. While
premium underwritten under the
linked categories was Rs.3,87,058.80
lakh as against Rs.69,993.85 lakh in
the corresponding period of the
previous year reflecting a growth of
452.98 per cent, the non-linked
premium
underwritten
was
Rs.11,14,690.32 lakh as against
Rs.10,42,713.60 lakh in the
corresponding period of the previous
year, i.e., a growth of 6.90 per cent.

First Year Premium – January, 2005
Sl No.

1

2

3

4

Company

Bajaj Allianz
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
ING Vysya
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
AMP Sanmar
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
SBI Life
Individual Single Premium

Premium u/w
2004-05
Jan
6,546.06
2,997.54
3,519.71

Upto Jan
40,604.51
15,797.86
24,325.20

28.81
869.49
0.16
652.55
171.47
45.31
1,571.41
1,287.11
189.90
5.91
88.49
5,121.80
418.85

481.45
8,204.85
32.83
7,335.74
622.89
213.39
7,675.61
5,423.00
1,890.01
58.22
304.37
35,383.16
5,232.24

Premium u/w
2003-04

% Growth
over
previous year

Premium
Market
Share (%)

Upto Jan
9,389.47
274.37
9,049.29
0.76
65.05
3,835.34
19.00
3,814.29

Upto Jan
332.45
5,657.87
168.81
-100.00
640.12
113.93
72.79
92.32

Upto Jan
2.70

2.05
1,835.95

10,320.59
318.07

1,653.05

14.33

182.90
9,369.04
1,576.76

66.41
277.66
231.83

No. of Policies /
Schemes
2004-05
Jan
29,160
6,110
23,037

Upto Jan
1,79,299
21,281
1,57,926

0.55

13
3,468
24
3,437

0.51

7
3,020
1,135
1,885

92
77,490
4,829
72,613
3
45
26,348
6,307
19,979
1
61
77,801
4,217

2.35

10,320
530

No. of Policies / % Growth
Schemes
over
2003-04
Previous year
Upto Jan
1,25,492
703
1,24,746
1
42
50,810
2,796
48,012

Upto Jan
42.88
2,927.17
26.60
-100.00
119.05
52.51
72.71
51.24

2
33,738

2,150.00
-21.90

33,725

-40.76

13
53,942
5,593

369.23
44.23
-24.60

No. of lives
covered under
Group Schemes
2003-04
Upto Jan
Upto Jan
2,60,106
54,938

(Rs.inlakhs)
Lives covered
under Group
Schemes -Market Share (%)
Upto Jan Upto Jan
373.45
4.98

Policies
Market
Share (%)

No. of the covered
under Group Schemes
2004-05

Upto Jan
1.11

Jan
35,150

0.48

35,150
7,977

2,60,106
18,944

781
54,157
1,084

-100.00
380.28
1,647.60

0.36

0.16

511
7,466
13,232

1,396
17,548
80,410

1,084
53,217

1,518.82
51.10

1.54

13,232
0.48 1,05,535

190
80,220
6,66,024

53,217
5,18,545

50.74
28.44

12.75
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788.58
3,622.03
292.34
2,274.33

5,118.49
21,277.08
3,755.35
22,651.82

2,234.90
3,817.98
1,739.40
11,533.00

129.03
457.29
115.90
96.41

9,505
0
285
16,212

70,820
6
2,758
1,79,198

48,038
22
289
1,20,622

47.42
-72.73
854.33
48.56

2,092.37
35.93
146.03
4,821.56
607.52
3,575.87
524.16
114.02
15,120.75
743.06
13,792.50
42.50
542.68
4,154.54
136.86
3,680.31
28.32
309.05
1,840.98
15.94
1,796.10
21.08
7.85
1,855.13
173.41
1,499.59

18,819.97
463.31
3,368.54
28,728.72
6,088.34
20,347.34
1,519.95
773.09
97,882.52
9,639.21
80,237.47
116.36
7,889.48
42,887.30
1,049.30
35,100.98
374.79
6,362.23
13,100.90
331.06
12,533.29
72.35
164.20
11,935.91
1,990.09
8,911.35

9,386.70
385.60
1,760.70
12,784.87
4,280.76
7,586.58
917.53

100.50
20.15
91.32
124.71
42.23
168.20
65.66

16,193

1,79,002

19
24,493
3,200
21,281
10
2
75,947
410
75,535
1
1
24,135
11,490
12,634

196
1,47,611
35,423
1,12,046
120
22
4,25,769
6,173
4,19,529
12
55
1,36,452
42,911
93,472

1,20,568
1
53
1,48,711
34,593
1,14,028
90

48.47
-100.00
269.81
-0.74
2.40
-1.74
33.33

46,455.18
8,353.00
37,774.00
147.18
181.00
19,504.76
997.18
13,526.54
322.60
4,658.44
5,063.76
378.95
4,656.57

110.70
15.40
112.41
-20.94
4,258.83
119.88
5.23
159.50
16.18
36.57
158.72
-12.64
169.15

2,60,760
8,096
2,52,622
37
5
92,718
18,248
74,378

63.28
-23.75
66.07
-67.57
1,000.00
47.17
135.15
25.67

11
7,296
220
7,076

92
50,553
575
49,965

-25.00
20.99
50.43
20.64

5,598
158
5,432

69
61,165
865
60,276
1
23
41,905
1,348
40,508

28.24
6,039.39
261.23
5,220.47

481.49
97.63
661.81
70.70

13
34,186
219
33,945

0.79

182.13
2,429.53
8.15
2,420.52

1,034.48
16,352.02
203.61
15,702.52

557.69
9,097.71
146.61
8,554.25

85.49
79.74
38.87
83.56

1.09

8
17,127
10
17,116

49
1,65,661
201
1,65,378

0.85
492.55
20.83
446.95

445.89
3,950.65
133.94
3,353.71

396.85
1,559.59
32.68
1,498.80

12.36
153.31
309.85
123.76

0.26

1
3,658
66
3,584

24.77
8.42

463.00
11.03

28.11

1,547.10

8.42

11.03

1.51

1.91

6.51

2.85

0.87

0.001

1.11

28,919
76,616
54,862

2,07,374
4,58,650
2,57,321

38,909
4,79,636
1,44,256

432.97
-4.38
78.38

4.92

0.91

4,292
50,570
25,631

72,729
184,592
158,043

77,603
66,653
41,618

-6.28
176.94
279.75

3.02

130,804
27,239
63,474

41,618
0
23,754

214.30

2.63

25,115
516
9,932

167.21

1.21

0.84

8,202
1,730
20,843

18,666
44,808
75,934

22,901
853
1,76,596

-18.49
5152.99
-57.00

1.45

0.38

3,293
20,545
12,614

2,512
72,641
1,32,246

31.09
1,74,084
40,678

-58.27
225.10

2.53

76.92
22.58
515.53
19.33

0.26

127
12,487
14,619

550
1,31,696
70,168

40,678
37,176

223.75
88.75

1.34

22
98,650
160
98,409

122.73
67.93
25.63
68.05

1.02

14,619
1,461

70,168
60,318

37,176
1,99,122

88.75
-69.71

1.15

82
31,493
418
30,977

81
16,585
204
16,376

1.23
89.89
104.90
89.16

0.19

1,461
6,574

60,318
1,44,538

1,99,122
16,406

-69.71
781.01

2.77

8
777

98
872

5

1,860.00

6,574

1,44,538

16,406

781.01

777

872
30,47,706

6.23

298

0.005

1,09,529.61
26,091.33
63,983.00
19,455.28

11,74,275.14 9,78,048.56
2,14,390.80
53,454.02
7,50,055.76
7,21,243.99
2,09,828.58
2,03,350.55

20.06
301.08
3.99
3.19

78.10 19,85,187 1,46,24,504
65,174
5,07,115
19,18,882 1,41,05,853
1,131
11,536

1,67,70,893
103,246
16,656,988
10,659

-12.80
391.17
-15.32
8.23

90.41 3,03,154 32,37,549
32,37,549

30,47,706

6.23

1,56,636.16

15,03,644.13 11,14,516.61

34.91

100.00 22,06,398 1,61,75,568

1,78,57,660

-9.42

100.00 6,11,584 52,25,075

43,55,096

19.98

3,03,154

61.96

100.00
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Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Tata AIG
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
HDFC Standard
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
ICICI Prudential
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Birla Sunlife
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Aviva
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Kotak Mahindra Old Mutual
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Max New York
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Met Life
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Sahara Life
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
LIC
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium
Total

9

VANTAGE POINT

Raising the Banks
Insurance density is a barometer of economic growth.
Let’s have a closer look at what we have got says K. Nitya Kalyani.

There is a well told and oft-repeated
story in Tamil literature of the wise old
poetess, Avvaiyar, blessing the Chola
king with a cryptic “Let the banks (of
fields) become high…” The mystified
king, from a lineage that prized economic
growth, demanded to know the meaning
of her blessing.
It means, the poetess elaborated,
that as the field banks grow, more water
can be stored (standing water is needed
for paddy crop – the agricultural staple
of the Cauvery delta of the Chola
kingdom), as water resources increase,
the paddy crop will flourish, as the
harvest abounds the economy will grow
richer, making the government stronger,
and that will lead to the King attaining
supremacy.
That seems to be a pretty good
argument for creating security through
the spread of insurance as well! The
economic prosperity of a country is often
reflected in the levels of insurance
protection it can afford.
It works at various levels, being the
versatile product that it is. What goes
around has to come around. Insurance,
which operates on the principle of pooling
the risks of many individuals to pay for
the losses of the few, also works in
reverse for the larger benefit of the
economy. It pools the fragmented savings
– premiums – of many and, apart from
paying for the losses of the few, feeds
into the system that provides long term
capital for infrastructure for the society,
and shorter term capital for business.
The pooling mechanism offers a
means to efficiency in both directions.
Says Professor Gerry Dickinson,
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Professor and Director, Centre for
Insurance & Investment Studies, City
University Business School, London, and
no stranger to the insurance industry in
India, “Life insurance has historically
been an important method through which
individuals with relatively low incomes
have been able to save and invest
effectively for the longer term.”
In an OECD (Organization for
Economic
Cooperation
and

Insurance, which operates
on the principle of pooling
the risks of many
individuals to pay for the
losses of the few, also works
in reverse for the larger
benefit of the economy.

Development) paper on Encouraging A
Dynamic Life Insurance Industry:
Economic Benefits And Policy Issues he
goes on to say, “Insurance companies
have been able to accumulate large
amounts of money from across a large
proportion of the population. By pooling
these savings from many small
investors into large accumulations of
investible funds, insurance companies
have been able to invest not only in a
wider range of investments than
individuals would have been able to
invest in directly themselves but have
also been able to invest in larger scale
and
more
risky
investment
opportunities which will be more
beneficial to the economy.”
With the kind of high profile

promotions and advertising that we
have seen in the last few years related
to insurance, the interest in buying
insurance has, the industry tells us,
moved from mere tax planning to
planning finances and risk coverage. A
lot of life industry sales has come from
investment oriented products in the last
two years, but that is regarded as more
related to the phase that the capital
market is going through.
As for non-life insurance, growth
still seems to elude it in some ways at
least and is drawn from currently
undesirable, from the industry’s point
of view, Motor and Health segments.
The growth in these segments are every
bit beneficial in terms of creating
investible funds though, and more
importantly, in increasing risk coverage
in society. But as the industry unravels
itself from dependence on mandatory
covers and the tariff which is both a
hurdle and a protection, this will change
and launching a business will not be as
daunting as it still is today, perhaps.
The benefits to the individual and
the economy because of insurance are
pretty well understood, as is the
concept of security to businesses and
their promoters and shareholders.
What we try to see in the next issue of
IRDA Journal is how these have
changed in the last few years when the
industry has been enlarged and
competition introduced.
So join us next month as well and
see what the experts see as the economic
achievements and potential of the
journey that we are all engaged in

ISSUE FOCUS

House of Cards
K. Nitya Kalyani

The general insurance industry seems
to be in two minds about detariffing. On
the one hand it is a handy stick to beat
with when profitability is low, while on
the other, it is the great protector of the
very same profitability in some
important classes of business.
As it stands tariff is a good thing for
the industry - and hence bad for the
customer - if we are speaking of Fire
insurance. And the reverse is true for
Motor insurance business, though it may
not be uniformly good or bad for different
segments of customers.
So, as far as the industry is concerned,
it will fight tooth and nail for the
retention of the Fire tariff as long as
Motor is also under tariff. For what is
happening in its books is a house of cards
of cross subsidies. At the core of it is Motor
Third Party (TP) Liability. This famously
loss making business is hemmed in on
two sides - by fixed, very low, pricing and
by galloping, very high claims payouts.
The claims payouts are high only in part
because there are many accidents, but we
will come to that a bit later.
The TP portfolio, which accounted for
Rs. 2,000 crore of the Rs. 16,000 crore
general insurance premiums as per the
provisional figures for 2003-04, has a
claims ratio of 200 to 250 per cent. This
is cross subsidised by the Motor Own
Damage (OD) premiums (which business
has a better claims ratio of about 80 per
cent, which is not very heartening either,)
on premiums of about Rs. 4,300 crores.
Health insurance is the only other Rs.
1,000 crore plus portfolio (Rs. 1,200
crores last year), but it is a basket case
in many ways.
The breadwinner of course is the Fire
insurance business where claims have
shrunk from 47 per cent in the previous
year to about 30 per cent last year when
the premiums were about Rs. 3,200 crore.
The overall claims ratio for the general
insurance business was about 70 per cent.

Before we think there is cause for
celebration, let us remember that the
industry works on management costs of
around 36 per cent, thus wiping out any
dreams of an underwriting surplus. It is
investment income that keeps the bottom
line black – which too became precarious
a few years ago when the stock market
was dull – but is back to performing its
messianic role! Interestingly these
timeframes coincide with the clamour –
or lack thereof – from the general
insurance industry for detariffing.

the general insurance industry has to
come together to find its route of choice
to getting there with the least
turbulence, and without losing more
credibility than it already has.

In this confused state of things, it is
the consumer who is forgotten. If he
deserves equitable pricing that reflects
the quality of his risk, he is not getting it.

This issue if addressed (and it has
been dragging on for at least a decade
after it was explicitly articulated by the
then Regulator the Insurance Regulatory
Authority (IRA) in its position as a quasijudicial body deciding upon a planned
upward revision of Motor insurance rates
challenged by the transport lobby) will
go a considerable way in redeeming the
image of the industry as lacking in
technical foundations for pricing and
hence the skills to translate them into
premium rates.

The general insurance
industry seems to be in two
minds about detariffing.

Not all consumers though. The
transport lobby has proved itself to be a
vigilant and good consumer, devoted to
the cause of keeping costs down and
demanding justifications for TP
premium hikes. Large corporate
customers – your typical Fire insurance
customer - choose a different route to
maintain the cost-benefit ratio from
insurance, and that is by demanding
successfully that their unprofitable
risks like Health and Marine Cargo get
a most favoured pricing status, the
subsidy being hidden by the fact that
the latter two are non-tariff businesses.
While selective premium increases
are generally resisted, a policy measure
like detariffing is something that
lobbies may not be able to reject
wholesale even if simply because it falls
in line with what is happening in other
industries including banking. And by
that same argument, if detariffing is
inevitable in a liberalised environment

The loss of credibility stems from
two factors. One is that in spite of the
well appreciated argument that it is
losing money on statutory businesses
like Motor insurance it is unable (or
unwilling, as some in the industry say)
to prove it with numbers.

That is not the only thing that is
threatening the industry’s reputation
though. On top of arbitrary pricing, the
industry is also a huge cost monster. If a
close to loss making industry spends 36
per cent of its income on just managing
the show, it is a pointer to its efficiencies.
Another pointer to inefficiencies in the
system is the huge volume of outstanding
claims of about Rs. 24,000 crore which is
about 150 per cent of its annual premiums
last year. A startling 65 per cent of that,
about Rs. 15,000 crore worth claims, is
pending in courts, implying lawyers’ fees
and gathering interest that will all add to
its claims payouts.
Without setting its house in order
and making the price setting bases and
logic transparent to the consumer, the
industry will be hard put to establish
its credibility in any meaningful way.
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Detariffing, Actuarially Speaking
— A survey of the past, a peek into the future

A professional actuary, Piyush I. Majmudar examines how tariffs are arrived at,
how they have been shaping the industry to date, and how the market and
the Regulator should prepare for a detariffed regime in the future.

The Indian insurance industry has been
a happening one – from nationalisation
during the 1970s, to liberalisation
during the 1990s, and now, detariffing
any time in the near future. Detariffing
does seem a potent tool to make the
industry more market driven, and take
the products closer to the consumer.
However, for it to be fruitful, it is
essential to understand how prices are
arrived at, and how these are to be
monitored.
Detariffing gives the actuary a
greater role in the scheme of things. He
needs to be meticulous in his
examination of data, and rigorous in
translating them into effective product
pricing.
The Role of TAC
To date, the Tariff Advisory
Committee (TAC) has been entrusted
with the role of arriving at product prices
across several classes of the insurance
business. The Insurance Act (1938),
under Section 64U, refers to the
establishment of TAC ‘to control and
regulate the rates, advantages, terms
and conditions to be offered by insurers
in respect of general insurance business’.
Section 64UC(2) further stipulates
that ‘In fixing, amending or modifying
any rates, advantages, terms or
conditions, relating to any risk, the TAC
shall try to ensure, as far as possible,
that there is no unfair discrimination
between risks of essentially the same
hazard and also that consideration is
given to past and prospective loss
experience: Provided that the TAC may,
at its discretion, make suitable
allowances for the degree of credibility
to be assigned to the past experience,
including allowances for random
fluctuations and unforeseen future
contingencies, including hazards of
conflagration or catastrophe or both’.
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It is significant to note that the above
provisions state the premium rating
principles, which may be regarded as
‘scientific’. The legal provisions would,
inter alia, seem to require the following:
(a) The Tariff shall prescribe the
premium rates
(b) The Tariff premium rates are to be
minimum rates but the Authority
seems to have prevented insurers
from charging higher than the
minimum premium rates, maybe, in

The tariff premiums are
assumed to be average
premium rates suitable for
all the insurers even though
all the elements of the
pricing would vary from
insurer to insurer. Actually,
an insurer with efficient
underwriting capabilities,
claims settlement practices
and office management
would be in a position to
charge lower premium rates.

IRDA In Charge
Interestingly, the erstwhile Insurance
Regulator was not initially in charge of
the tariff organisation. However, about
40 years ago, after examining the
statistical data relating to fire insurance,
the then Controller was of the opinion
that the industry could reduce the
premium rates by 10 per cent or so.
He then sought to exercise his
authority under the Insurance Act, 1938,
when the industry did not seem inclined
to accede to his request to reduce the
fire insurance premium rates as
indicated by the statistical data
collated by the organisation. As a
consequence, a bulky circular of about
50 pages was issued to the general
insurers calling for submission of tariff
statistics directly to the Regulator’s
office. Though this circular was
subsequently withdrawn, the fallout
was an amendment to the Insurance Act
soon thereafter, enabling the Regulator
to assume charge of the TAC.
The insurance industry may not be
happy with this situation. The pre-1965
position can perhaps be restored if the
insurance industry leaders convince and
assure the Authority of due compliance
for timely submission of the relevant
data, without its intervention.

certain specific cases (e.g. commercial
vehicles). Hence these rates may have
to be taken as the rates, at least for
those cases

Elements in the Premium Rate
To know how products are priced, it
is necessary to identify the elements that
make up the premium. These are:

(c) The tariff also prescribes the
corresponding terms and conditions
of coverage, i.e., the policy and
endorsement wordings

 Pure / Risk premium or incurred

(d) Maximum commission rates payable
to the intermediaries are, however,
prescribed by the Insurance Rules.

claims cost

 {(Claims paid) + (claim
settlement expenses – allocated &
unallocated)} +
 (Outstanding reported claims
reserve)* +

ISSUE FOCUS

 (IBNR loss reserve)* +
 (IBNER loss reserve)*
*Estimates need to be included in
respect of Claim Settlement Expenses
as well.

 Marketing / Acquisition costs
 Commission / brokerage payable to
intermediaries

 Publicity / advertising / business
development costs
 Office marketing staff costs
 Management expenses
Other
management
and
administrative expenses, such as
salaries, rent and travel
Contingencies
 Risk of catastrophe / conflagration
 Reinsurance
Profit

 Reasonable margin
 Investment income
It is also necessary to consider, as
far as is practical, the extent to which
the claims experience of the insurer and
industry is influenced by











Data quality
Claims management policies
Portfolio mix
Marketing and underwriting
strategies
Area of operations
Case reserving
Infrequent large losses
Lapses
Random variations

The tariff requires all insurers
to charge identical premium rates
for similar risks. Thus, the tariff
premiums are assumed to be average
premium rates suitable for all the
insurers even though all the above
elements would vary from insurer to
insurer. Actually, an insurer with
efficient underwriting capabilities,
claims settlement practices and office
management would be in a position to
charge lower premium rates.
Tariffs of Risk / Pure Premiums
A suggestion is being made in some
quarters that the tariff should provide

only pure / risk premiums instead of the
‘gross’ premiums as at present – in fact,
some countries do have such tariffs.
With a pure premium tariff, the insurers
would be left free to apply loadings in
respect of marketing and management
expenses, contingencies and margin for
profit to the tariff pure premiums to
arrive at the ‘gross’ premiums.
Even the pure premium comprising
expected claims cost would vary from
company to company, depending on its
efficiency and speed of claims settlement
and loss reserving policies. Such pure
premium may thus be assumed to be an
average pure premium for the entire
industry, thereby placing an insurer
with comparatively less efficient claims

Though a national data
warehouse does seem a good
idea, it should also be noted
that in developed nations
like the US and the UK,
insurers have been
dissuaded from compiling
similar data banks owing to
issues regarding the
individual insurer’s
‘proprietary rights.’

administration at an advantage, though
an efficient insurer can make up by
adjusting other elements of cost
National Data Warehouse
There is considerable debate and
insistence on building up a national data
warehouse with the TAC for premium
and claims experience statistics at the
national level. Concerted effort seems
to be on also in respect of health
insurance data, as was seen at a recent
seminar in Hyderabad.
Though the legal provisions envisage
a ‘scientific’ approach to tariff premium
rating, apparently not much efforts
seem to have been made to follow the
prescribed approach in recent years,

following nationalisation in 1972.
It would appear that previously
significant volume of data was being
available with the TAC and some
actuarial analyses were also carried
out. A report compiled by the Late C. R.
Ramanarain, an actuary, analysing
several years of Motor business
experience data and submitted to GIC,
does not now seem to be traceable!
Though a data warehouse does seem
a good idea, it should also be noted that
in developed nations like the US and
the UK, insurers have been dissuaded
from compiling similar data banks
owing to issues regarding the individual
insurer’s ‘proprietary rights’. This was
brought out at a recent health insurance
seminar. However, the learned experts
from these countries seem to be
encouraging us to build up such a data
warehouse. Can Indian insurers infringe
on proprietary rights’? This aspect does
call for serious thought.
Abolition of Premium Tariffs
When tariffs were first introduced in
India, similar tariffs were also prevalent
in the UK. Though that country had to
disband the tariffs under laws relating
to monopoly and restrictive trade
practices about 40 years ago, the Indian
tariffs have continued to date – maybe,
mainly due to about 30 long years of
government ownership.
The proponents of free markets have
been arguing that liberalisation and the
tariff system do not go hand in hand, and
that both rates and terms / conditions
should be marked driven. Thus, time is
perhaps about right to do away with the
tariffs. Migration from a tariff regime to
a non-tariff one is indeed inevitable. The
sequence and speed of change must be
carefully planned out to avoid confusion
and chaos. After all, if the Indian market
has been a fairly stable one for decades,
it is thanks mainly to the tariff regime.
Therefore, every effort should be made to
ensure that it continues to remain stable
and healthy.
A highly debated question is
whether premium tariffs should be
disbanded for general insurance as well.
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The Fire insurance business in India,
under the tariff regime, is regarded
to be profitable. Marine Cargo or
Burglary insurance products could be
sold cheaply for securing profitable Fire
premiums. Hence, a proposal to detariff
Fire may not readily find favour with
the insurers. It is to be considered if the
detariffing process could not be started
with this class of business or
simultaneously with Motor OD
business. If this is done, senseless
undercutting of premiums may not be
very rampant in the Motor OD business.
It is important to ensure that cross–
subsidies between different classes of
business are minimised. Fire insurance,
which is regarded as one of the more
profitable classes of business, is often
utilised to compensate for the
unfavourable results in other classes.
The Appointed Actuary (AA) must see
to it that such cross-subsidies are noted
and effort is made to place all classes
on a self-supporting basis with the help
of appropriate rating.
Aftermath of Tariff Removal
It always takes time for underwriting
results to reflect premium-rating
decisions – it is at least 12 months
before the impact of prices charged
percolates to the revenue account and
an initial real appreciation of
profitability is obtained. It takes even
longer before reliable views on claims
reserves are in place. Typically, in this
time period, companies continue to
reduce prices in order to compete.
The demise of tariff in any insurance
market is at best an unsettling time,
and at worst, a disastrous path leading
to significant losses for major
companies. A classic example was the
demise of the UK motor tariff in the late
1960s. Following the official
abandonment of the tariff, there was a
period when the market retained a
cautious stability, companies did not
overreact and nothing too adventurous
was attempted.
However, after three or four years,
when one or two companies started to
move their prices significantly, others
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followed rapidly. The position was made
more complex by the launch of a new
company – the Vehicle and General.
There was a downward trend in rates
because there had been a belief that loss
ratios were “acceptable,” although the
wiser companies did not go to the
lengths that Vehicle and General did.
The position was compounded by
the lack of any reliable data or
statistically robust methodologies to
understand either the absolute or
relative level of pricing even based on
the limited and fairly naïve rating
factors used at that time.
At the time of detariffing of the
Marine Cargo business in April 1994,
the insurance market in India was

The demise of tariff in any
insurance market is at best
an unsettling time, and at
worst, a disastrous path
leading to significant losses
for major companies. Now
that the private players are
also involved in the ratecutting game, the chaos may
not be easily containable.

under the public sector. The reports are,
if one were to believe them, that in the
midst of cut throat competition even only
among the four public sector unit (PSU)
insurers, Marine Cargo policies were
being granted almost at no cost (0.01 per
cent?) provided other profitable business
was forthcoming! The year immediately
following detariffing saw a sharp fall in
total Marine Cargo premium.
In the public sector set-up, the
four companies were in a position to
take combined action to contain
adverse consequences. Despite this, it
took nearly three years for the market
to achieve notional stability. The
data on the claims experience during

the years of falling premium income is
not available.
One may fear a similar scenario
when the Motor OD business is
detariffed to begin with. This may be
taken as a distinct possibility,
considering a recent report on how
burglary cover was granted at a
negligible premium rate with the
prospect of securing the client’s other
profitable portfolio. Now that the private
players are also involved in the ratecutting game, the chaos may not be
easily containable. .
Tariffs have destroyed underwriting
skills. The industry will thus have to put
in extra efforts in training its staff in
these skills.
The Way Ahead
Now that detariffing is a certainty,
and its implementation is only a
question of time, it will be apt to chalk
out a game plan for the future. The
lessons from the past teach us that it is
as important to keep a watch over the
market, as it is to allow the market
freedom to find its own course.
Databases
(1) Each insurer should be asked to
maintain a database in respect of
each class of business as per the
format prescribed by the Authority.
(2) The general insurance Actuaries,
including the AAs, should be asked
to develop formats for databases and
submit the same to the Authority for
approval.
(3) The insurer’s AA should be made
responsible to supervise the
database and the insurer should
make the same available for
inspection by the Authority.
(4) The insurer’s premium rates should
be based on its experience statistics
as revealed by the database, keeping
in view the credibility of the
database. To begin with, a minimum
premium rate may be fixed at, say,
two-thirds of the current tariff rates.
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Motor TP Liability (TP) Cover
After detariffing Motor OD, Motor
TP cover will require increased attention
to make it self-sufficient. A “no-fault”
regime should be considered with a
scheme of structured benefits without
placing the blame on the motorist or
anyone else.
Actuarial Input
The TAC apparently does not seem
to have actuarial support. However, all
general insurers now have AAs as per
the AA Regulations of the IRDA. The
Actuarial Society of India has already
issued a Guidance Note (GN) to assist
the AAs in carrying out their
responsibilities as per the AA
Regulations. The proposed abolition of
tariffs will increase the AA’s
responsibility manifold in the conduct
of general insurance business. The GN
may need to be reviewed and amended
to bring about uniformity of actuarial
input by the AAs in the entire spectrum
of the AA’s responsibilities.
There is no doubt that the insurers,
left to themselves, and with the support
and guidance from their own AA and the
actuaries of the overseas joint venture
partner, should be in a position to
introduce innovative factors – such as
age, gender and previous driving
experience – for rating Motor insurance.
However, would severe market
competition permit them to quote the
‘more scientific’ premium rates? This
may be expected to happen over a period
of time, as the insurers are able to review
claims experience under the competitive
atmosphere of the detariffed regime.
The TAC is believed to have received
support from the World Bank. This is
quite interesting and it should, inter alia,
bring in overseas actuaries, just as
health insurance advisors have brought
in overseas actuarial consultants. On the
other hand, the Indian actuarial
profession, with several general
insurance actuaries, including the AAs,
would also be available for necessary
input for this important exercise of
building up the TAC.

IRDA AA Regulations
The AA is not just someone who
calculates the reserves, but a
professional with a brief to monitor and
take an active part in sustaining the
continuing
financial
strength
of the insurer. As it stands at present,
the AA’s responsibility is only to certify
the IBNR & IBNER loss reserves.
The Authority, through a circular in
February 2001, withdrew the essential
product pricing responsibility from the
AA, which is prescribed in the
Appointed Actuary Regulations for
General insurers. On the proposed
abolition of the tariffs, the first step
necessary will be to reverse that circular
to reinstate the AA’s duty to oversee and

Tariffs have destroyed
underwriting skills. The
industry will thus have to
put in extra efforts in
training its staff in these
skills.

certify product design, pricing and
insurance contract wordings.
The AA regulations will now need to
be enlarged to include responsibility of
the AA to ensure accuracy of the
experience data and collate and analyse
data in order to develop / review the
insurer’s premium rates, responsibility
to oversee the insurer’s outstanding
claims provisions including the IBNR
and IBNER loss reserves and to certify
the insurer’s premium liabilities.
A highly troublesome feature of
most classes of general insurance
business in many countries in recent
years has been the deterioration in
experience. That is, premium rates have
been lagging behind experience so that
some practical advantage is to be
obtained if ways and means can be found
of reducing this time lag.

The Authority should be entitled to
request precise information on the
technical bases used for the calculation
of premium rates and technical
provisions. This is important with
respect to all products, whether the
premiums are calculated on the basis of
actuarial principles or not. The technical
bases of all or most of the products
may be systematically checked,
especially if the company is new to
the market. In compulsory insurance,
the law or the Regulator should
recommend a statistical basis or
general calculation principles.
The Authority should, in individual
cases, have the power and professional
staff to be able to check the calculation
and the technical provisions itself or
charge another person to do so (e.g. an
actuary), and to intervene if solvency of
the insurance company is jeopardised.
It should be able to review the
methodology used by the insurer to set
premiums to determine if they are
established on reasonable assumptions
to enable the insurer to meet its
commitments.
Insurers use actuarial, statistical, or
financial methods for estimating
liabilities and determining premiums.
If these amounts are materially
understated, the consequences for the
insurers can be significant and, in some
cases, fatal. In particular, premiums
charged could be inadequate to cover the
risk and costs, insurers may pursue lines
of business that are not profitable, and
liabilities may be understated, masking
the true financial state of the insurer.
The Authority would require
insurers to have in place strategic
underwriting and pricing policies
approved and reviewed regularly by the
Board of Directors.
Compulsory Insurances
Tariffs in respect of all compulsory
insurance covers should be retained.
File and Use or Prior Approval
The Authority has currently adopted
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a ‘file and use’ procedure in respect of
the non-tariff classes of business. Since
with the proposed detariffing premium
rating will be in the hands of the
individual insurers, the Authority may
decide either to continue with the current
practice or introduce a ‘prior approval’
system somewhat in line with that
prevailing in the US.
Expenses
Expenses fall under three different
areas –administrative, management
expenses, acquisition costs and claims
settlement, and adjustment expenses,
whether allocated or unallocated.
Actuarial input in the analysis of
expenses will be necessary not only for
management control but also premium
rating and reserving. The Authority
would require ensuring that insurers
evaluate the risks that they underwrite
and establish and maintain an
adequate level of premiums. For this
purpose, insurers should have systems

in place to control their expenses related
to premiums and claims. Those
expenses should also be required to be
monitored by the insurer management
on an ongoing basis.
Mandatory Cessions to the National
Reinsurer

The lessons from the past
teach us that it is as
important to keep a watch
over the market, as it is to
allow the market freedom to
find its own course.
Detariffing, it is believed, will lead to
a fall in the premium rates. Perhaps with
this situation in view, a senior industry
leader had recently suggested that on
detariffing, legal cessions to the national
reinsurer, the GIC, should be stopped

ostensibly to protect it from inadequately
rated business! However, even at present,
GIC receives cessions in respect of nontariff business, which makes up about
25 per cent of the total. Further, GIC has
a right to decline any risk offered to it
under this provision. In case it is not
satisfied with the rating of any risk, it
could also ask for a certificate from the
insurer’s AA in support of adequacy of
the premium rate.
A well thought out strategy
and meticulously laid groundwork
will ensure that detariffing provides
the insured various benefits, and
the insurers, a level and profitable
playing field.

The author, an actuary and a Chartered
Insurance Practitioner, is Partner
with K. A. Pandit, Consultants &
Actuaries. He can be contacted at
deval@bom5.vsnl.net.in

To Sum it Up!
1. (a) All premium tariffs except compulsory insurances to be abolished but only gradually,
over a period of time
(b) To begin with, Motor OD and Fire tariffs to go almost simultaneously
(c) Tariffs for compulsory insurances to remain
2. “No-fault” insurance may be considered for Motor TPL cover
3. (a) National data warehouse not to be formed but instead each insurer must compile its
own data bank
(b) The same to be supervised by the insurer’s AA and be available for inspection by the
Authority
4. General insurance AA’s role to be placed on par with the Life AA
5. TAC to handle data in respect of compulsory insurances. Also to model itself in line with
the Association of British Insurers in the UK
6. No change in mandatory cessions to GIC due to detariffing
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Get Set And Go

— A customer rates the risks of detariffing risk

Detariffing would ensure the low-term growth of the insurance industry, notes N. Sundararajan,
examining its various facets and making suggestions to enhance the process.

As the insurance industry waits with
bated breath for detariffing to be
implemented, though in a staggered
manner, the question on most minds is
– what does it mean to me? Will it boost
and nourish the industry or obstruct its
growth and damage its very foundations?
Will profits rise or fall?
Most agree that detariffing per se is
inevitable, and that too, in the near
future. The principle itself is
unexceptionable and is inherently
compatible with a liberal economic
model. What needs to be carefully
analysed and controlled are the broad
regulations and guidelines — product
features, flexibility etc. – and not the
pricing of the products themselves.
The raging concerns over the handling
of the transition from fully controlled
tariffs to a detariffed structure can be
well appreciated. But this trauma should
not become a reason to stop the
detariffing process. It is after all just a
fear of the unknown, and a possible lack
of trust amongst the industry players.
Fear of under-cutting, unethical
practices, one’s own inadequate
assessment of risks being underwritten,
fear of losing the comfort of higher
profits, absence of a cross subsidy source,
etc. are possibly the hidden anxieties of
the insurance industry players which
makes them oppose detariffing.
A combination of initiatives would
help to overcome these anxieties. But
only some of them can be provided by
the Regulator; the industry has to find
its internal answers for the other
concerns. For instance, in the Motor
portfolio, the high loss ratio is not entirely
due to unlimited third party liability
alone. This is also significantly due to
the unethical assessment and claim

settlement practices at the individual
level, the existence of non-insured
vehicles on the road, etc. In the case
of two-wheelers in certain states,
the problem is aggravated by the levy
of a one-time road tax at the time of
new vehicle purchase, which has
deprived the opportunity to check and
ensure valid insurance at the time of
annual tax payments.
Fire Policies: Burning Need
In the case of fire policies, the need
for detariffing is critical and urgent. To

The raging concerns over the
handling of the transition
from fully controlled tariffs
to a detariffed structure can
be well appreciated. But this
trauma should not become a
reason to stop the detariffing
process. It is after all just a
fear of the unknown, and a
possible lack of trust
amongst the industry
players.

minimise the transition turbulence, a
ceiling can be placed on the extent to
which insurance companies may quote
below the ruling tariff (the current tariff
may be frozen as a base reference). This
could be say 20 per cent for the first two
years, and progressively increased to up
to 60 per cent over the next five years, by
which time the market would have
stabilised on the fire tariffs.
This model could be implemented for
certain industries, classified on the basis
and type of industry as high risk,

medium risk and low risk. Another
classification can be based on the size –
big, or small and medium enterprises
(SMEs). The premium for SMEs may be
fully detariffed but for the large/mega
industries, there could be a phasing out.
This would greatly benefit the insurers.
Correspondingly, there will have to be
stipulations regarding capital adequacy
and claim settlement capability, which
can be leveraged by insisting on higher
re-insurance arrangements, if a
company is to quote below the tariff
beyond a point.
Most enterprises take fire insurance
for fixed assets in order to toe the line of
lending institutions, rather than out of
actual concerns over the risk of a fire
accident. Though the end is the same,
the means (reasons) are all wrong –
much like a two-wheeler rider wearing a
helmet for fear of police, and not for
personal safety. Detariffing, and
consequentially more attractive policy
products, may encourage more
enterprises to take up fire insurance.
The rationalisation of tariffs from
May 2000 specifying composite rates
industry-wise was a positive and
sensible improvement. This approach
needs to be extended further by
differentiating the good risks from the
“not-so-good risks” in terms of the
following:
1. The track record of the insured over
the past several years (could be
anything between 10 and 20 years)
in terms of claim ratios
2. The degree of safe operating and
maintenance practices as reflected
by Quality Management Systems
certification such as QS 9000 and
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EMS (IS 14001), which definitely
mitigate the risks
3. The existing tariff provides
for some discounts/rebates based on
the existence of physical safety
features such as extinguishers and
hydrants, but this does not recognise
the actual operating practices, risk
awareness level, continuous
monitoring mechanisms, etc.
Until fire insurance is detariffed,
just in some profit sharing policies, it
should be possible for insurers to
recognise the “no claim” or “very low
claim” status of the insured over a
period of time through appropriate
“claim ratio discounts” in the fire
policies also. (These could be on a slab
basis subject to adjustments /
withdrawal based on claim occurrences).
Apart from being fair to the insured, this
will also be fair to the fire portfolio of
the insurance company within itself –
instead of the Fire portfolio subsidising
the Motor portfolio as happens now.
Motor Insurance: For A Smoother
Drive
I was a member of the Justice
Rangarajan Committee for detariffing
of Motor insurance. Some very valid
findings were highlighted, including the
startling fact that a sizeable portion of
vehicles on the road are not insured at
all. The Committee had strongly
recommended that there should be a
ceiling on the third party liability/motor
accident claim liability, because every
other form of public transport carries a
limited liability, that too towards an
identified passenger. The concept of a
control-led tariff to meet an unlimited
liability is an aberration.
The Motor tariff should be related
to the actual running of a vehicle on the
roads and not merely its physical
existence (possibly in parked condition
in a garage.) A comprehensive solution
was suggested to include an insurance
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cess in the price of fuel, through which
the Government will automatically
provide Third Party insurance cover to
all registered motor vehicles without
exception. This will eliminate uninsured
vehicles on the road, and also relate the
insurance premium to the actual
running on the roads, going by the fuel
consumed. This idea needs to be
seriously pursued and urgently
implemented.
The introduction of third party
administrators (TPAs) is long overdue
in the case of Motor insurance. Most of
the vehicle manufacturers have
established either their own or
authorised service centres across the
country, particularly in the case of

The unique and unusual
feature of the relationship
between the insurer and the
insured is that they both
share the same objectives
before a risk occurs, but
automatically adopt
conflicting positions once it
occurs.
passenger cars. This network of
authorised service centres should be
brought under the same disciplines for
pricing, documentation, non-cash
dealing, identification etc., as is being
done by the existing TPAs with the
hospitals for healthcare insurance.
Awareness Creation And Education
The insurance industry is still
primarily focussed on the issuing of
policy (collection of premium) and
settlement of claims. Quite right, but
only in the short term. The long-term
objective should be to prevent and preempt risk occurrence, which will benefit
not only the insured but also the
insurers themselves.

The first step in this direction would
be to improve the awareness levels and
education on matters such as principles
of valuation, exclusions and excesses
and possible disallowances. On the
other hand, comprehensive risk
inspection, risk estimation and
recommendations for prevention are
being done only in rare cases, where the
customers demand it. In more
advanced countries, the process has
progressed to a stage of risk prediction
(using
regression
analysis,
extrapolation models, etc.) where the
insurers are willing to relate the
premium to such predictions.
The unique and unusual feature of
the relationship between the insurer
and the insured is that they both share
the same objectives before a risk occurs,
but automatically adopt conflicting
positions once it occurs. While this is
unavoidable, transparency, proper
explanations and appreciation of the
terms and conditions of the policy/cover,
the limitations etc. should be ensured
at the time of underwriting. At present,
these become contentious issues after
an occurrence. This is as much an
attitudinal issue as a systemic one.
The Insured’s Approach
By definition, insurance cover should
definitely be taken in cases where a
single occurrence, even with a very low
probability, can lead to large financial
losses and disruption, such as accidents
at factory premises. On the contrary,
self insurance (not transferring risk
through insurance cover) could very often
be a better financial decision, where the
value at stake in a single occurrence is
very small, even though the number of
transactions can be large and
repetitive, and the probability of
occurrence can be higher (marine
insurance, Personal/Health/Welfare
insurance etc.).
The insurer should study the
insured’s various operations in detail
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and suggest what the best approach for
the insured’s business is financially.
For instance, even at an occurrence
rate of one to two per cent, the net
cost to the insured can be cheaper
by self insurance, than by covering 100
per cent of the transactions (eg. group
term insurance for employees, vehicles
being distributed throughout the country
by automobile companies, shipments of
industrial products, etc). Any insurer
who thinks and acts for the insured
will have built a strong relationship,
which will then automatically lead to
business growth.
New Products in Non-Tariff
Category
While detariffing may negatively
impact certain categories of products, it
can also give birth to new and innovative
products. As the insurance industry in
advanced countries has witnessed, there
is considerable potential and scope for
developing and customising products in
the non-tariff category, such as Directors
and Officers Liability, Product Liability

and Product Warranty cover. These
products can be highly profitable, and
can be largely re-insured abroad. When
such policies become more popular, a
larger volume can be achieved. These will
help to offset the reduced income from
Fire policies when they are detariffed.

While detariffing may
negatively impact certain
categories of products, it can
also give birth to new and
innovative products.

The
insistence
of
lending
institutions, coupled with the existence
of a fixed tariff, has resulted in a huge
outflow of insurance premium every year.
When detariffed, a competitive risk
assessment-based pricing would save
more than 50 per cent, if not more, of the
insurance cost. It is equally essential to
amend the different statutes relating to

income tax, accounting etc., enabling
large corporates to separately fund their
risk premiums or its equivalent, based
on their self assessment, and treat them
as business expenditure. They should
not be denied tax benefit or be
constrained by accounting regulations.
The concept is not new to India
because the same approach is permitted
in relation to gratuity and pension
contributions. The losses, as and when
they occur, should be allowed to be
charged to such funds. As and when
surplus/residuary funds are taken back
by the corporates, these may be taxed.
This would ensure the long-term
profitability of the enterprises.

The author is Company Secretary
and Head - Internal Audit Ashok
Leyland Ltd. He also heads the insurance
function of his company. The views
expressed here are his own.
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Behind the Fanfare
— Is the market fit to absorb detariffing?
Detariffing could be dangerous if thrust on a market that is not yet fully confident of
itself and lacks sufficient underwriting skills, observes G. V. Rao.

The non-life insurance market – or at
least 70 per cent of it – has been under
tariff control for several decades. Is the
time ripe now to implement detariffing?
The Motor business which makes
up 40 per cent of non-life premiums,
Fire, 20 per cent and Engineering
with about eight per cent come
under the tariff regime of the Rs. 18,000
crore non-life market. Liberalisation
has brought in competition in the form
of private players, but price controls
have remained, waiting perhaps for the
right time to make an exit. Is it the right
time now?
Rocking the boat
It is reasonable to predict that there
will be no detariffing for another three
years, on the grounds of inadequacy of
credible market data, lack of persistent
demand from the insurers, who are the
worst affected, and the general apathy
towards insurance rates of those that
uncomplainingly pay higher premiums
in the Fire and Engineering segments.
The motor lobby, the main faction that
is spoiling the good-humoured
atmosphere of the tariff party that has
been in session for the past few decades,
is powerful enough to thwart any
attempt of the market at increasing the
premium rates. There is, therefore, no
internal or external pressure built in the
system powerful enough to deal with this
detariffing issue.
Brokers, the new breed of
independent professionals, want
abolition of the corporate discount of five
per cent on Fire and Engineering tariffs,
more than they want detariffing itself,
to enlarge their brokerage income. It is
because they do not strongly feel that
tariffs constrain them in any
significantly professional way in
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showing their technical prowess to
assist the insured in the game. Tariffs
make it easier to compete; and more so
if one wants to cut corners in the
business game and then find an exit
route from it.
What of the insuring public? How
does it feel? The insuring public in India
has a low level of risk awareness and a
lower still awareness of premium costs.
It is pleasantly relieved to learn that
when the prices in general have gone up
and their savings accounts are earning
lower interest rates, it is only the

The insuring public in India
has a low level of risk
awareness and a lower
still awareness of premium
costs. It is pleasantly
relieved to learn that when
the prices in general have
gone up, it is only the
insurance premium rates
that have remained steady.

~
insurance premium rates that have
remained steady.
Why then should anyone rock the
boat and detariff, when no one is
persistently complaining about the
adequacy – or the lack of it – of premium
rates? It is the Government as the
investor which is losing public money –
the private players are happy enough to
work vigorously on the inequitably high
Fire and Engineering rates and procure
their business to be able to make profits
at some point in future. Which are the
parties that badly want detariffing to

disturb the “dynamic equilibrium” that
the tariff system has provided?
Detariffing should happen one day. Yes,
it will. But that day is far off in
everyone’s imagination.
Where are the underwriting skills?
The IRDA has been quoted as
holding a view that the underwriting
skills of non-life insurers need
enhancement. It has to be admitted
that this situation is sadly true. With
a tariff environment prevailing for
over five decades or more, and the
nationalised
sector
having
strengthened the GIC and the TAC
in terms of centralising technical
skills, the underwriting knowledge and
skills were spread fairly thin in the
erstwhile subsidiaries at all levels. A
point has now been reached that no
completed proposal form is required to
spell out the risk factors, let alone
understand the risk itself, while quoting
premium rates. Rates are to be found
in the tariff book and not discerned from
the information disclosed in the
proposal form.
The liberalisation process has dealt
a powerful blow against future
development of underwriting skills and
to the prevalent scanty efforts at
underwriting. When, in 2001, the Fire
Tariff was abridged, special ratings
were abolished and fire protection
discount proposals not entertained.
With a single stroke the entire edifice
of the structure of Risk Inspection
Engineers built over decades by
insurers was rendered irrelevant. This
has sent a powerful signal to the
market, that so long as the premium
rates remain high enough, as in the case
of fire (it had a loss ratio of 30 per cent
and 47 per cent for the last two
successive years) there is no need to
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bother about underwriting skills and
risk factors.

partial detariffing like of the Marine
Cargo sometime ago?

Would not detariffing, when
implemented, reverse all the prevailing
unlearning trends, insisting on making
the new process of learning underwriting
skills
and
knowledge
to
be begun all over again? What does
the market really want? More tariffs or
no tariffs? Underwriting of business
offered or acceptance of business?
Underwriting needs application of mind;
acceptance of risks requires the tariff
book. How good are the skills of the
underwriting teams of insurers? Are they
aware of their strengths and weaknesses
at each level, particularly those that sell
insurance covers?

Tinkering with tariffs
A favorite option in this detariffing
exercise is the tinkering with profitable
portfolios, on account of the failure of
insurers to deal with their inability to
raise rates in the unprofitable Motor
segment. Tinkering with detariffing was
attempted in 1994 in the Marine Cargo
segment. Since it was done in a
profitable segment, there was no uproar
from the insuring public. It led to a
sudden dip in premium rates, the effects
of which are felt even today. To attract
Fire business, which is even more
profitable than Cargo insurance, many
insurers are charging the lowest possible

But yet, the Indian market prides
itself on its large pool of technical talent.
Yes, it has a large of pool of qualified
talent by examination; but not talent
that has been built on practical technical
experience, not talent that has learnt
its skills by application of tools of
knowledge at the daily grind, not talent
that knows its risk factors, defines the
terms and conditions of cover, and not
talent that knows how to negotiate
premium rates with customers and
brokers with authority.
Detariffing could be dangerous stuff
if thrust on a market that is not yet fully
confident of itself, of how to evaluate
risks and risk factors, even if ultimately
it has to quote only the tariff rates. The
mental approach towards underwriting
is lacking; the discipline of procedures is
lacking; the pride in learning and
underwriting risks is lacking. These
basics have to be put in place before one
decides to take the leap into the
detariffing dark, whenever it comes. No,
the market today is not mentally and
psychologically ready yet; but it can be
forced to come to grips with the future
given a time frame to get battle ready. It
has the resilience and capability to
adjust fast to the new situation. Notice
is required for it. Should there be another

The mental approach
towards underwriting is
lacking; the discipline of
procedures is lacking; the
pride in learning and
underwriting risks is
lacking. These basics have
to be put in place before one
decides to take the leap into
the detariffing dark.

Marine rates.. With War and SRCC
rates no longer tariffed, these risks are
covered with the lowest cost differential.
Tariffs have led to the inequity of
making the insured of profitable
segments like Fire pay higher rates than
they should; enabled the insured of less
profitable segments like Marine Cargo
enjoy lower rates than they should,
perpetuating inequities in rating that
in one view is legally untenable.
Despite booming exports and
imports in 2003- 2004, the Marine
premium for the market fell eight per
cent over the previous year. Except by

way of lowering rates further and using
it to provide subsidies for procuring Fire
business, there could be no other
explanation. Marine premium is less
than six per cent of the market; hence
its relative importance to the final
result is not that significant.
Selective detariffing of Fire business
and even the OD in Motor is, therefore,
fraught with grave risks. If detariffed,
one then will have no more profitable
segments left to detariff; and the sheer
hopelessness and inability to be able to
raise the Motor rates will make the bad
situation worse, bringing the market to
its knees sooner.
Impact of losses
With huge operating losses in the
Motor segment, and with no prospect of
reducing the high transactional costs of
35 per cent of premiums, insurers are in
a defensive mode, in mood for fighting
for their survival. They are in no mental
state to experiment with selling micro
insurances or personal lines insurances,
however desirable they may be as a
future market innovation. These need
investment and management time to
bring in a new culture of marketing and
selling in the organisation. All the
executive time is currently spent in
fighting for status quo. There is a kind
of mental paralysis in the nervous
system of insurers; they have shown to
be weak in handling change that has
been thrust on them. The de-linking from
the GIC has not helped to change their
dependency syndrome and they still look
to someone to hold their hands.
As yet, there is no discussion on the
serious issues ailing the public sector
players; after all, they are on a slippery
slope. They have become so shy that they
do not even articulate their problems,
except in platitudes, let alone solve
them. Unprepared detariffing will make
their problems worse. They need to
rebuild their underwriting houses on
solid foundations. They should evolve a
culture where technical issues are
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discussed through internal forums and
risk factors are learnt to control them
better. When their marketing force
consists of branch managers and
divisional managers, the least
knowledgeable among the insurance
staff, they need to do underwriting
homework faster and more thoroughly.
Looking for solutions
Detariffing will arrive some day.
Irrespective of when it comes, one should
prepare the market to accept it from now
on, so that it can face the change without
having to absorb too many shocks.
A pure risk rate regime suggestion
was one idea that was not pursued. The
crux of the whole issue of detariffing
hinges on two fundamental issues. Who
is responsible to bring it about? It has
been the experience the world over that
rates plunge rather steeply when a tariff
market regime decides to detariff itself,
making the market go topsy-turvy before
stability is brought in. It is this period,
generally lasting a couple of years that
needs careful planning. It is clearly the
Government that has to take a decision
on this issue, which is in the nature of a
secondary reform. The blame game
should be avoided. The Government
should, in fact, take the lead and direct
the TAC and the IRDA to work out a
time frame and a process to introduce
the detariffed regime.
Secondly, the motor lobby has to
be taken head on to set right the
unfairness of its whole game. The
Government or the IRDA should set up
a committee, whose members are
respected for their fairness and
knowledge of the industry, to persuade
the motor lobby to see reason.
The motor lobby, to be fair to it , has
opposed increases in the Motor tariff
rates; but it has not opposed detariffing
of the market as a whole with any
vehemence. It is a policy decision that
affects the market as a whole, all the
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insured public, and is not targeted
selectively and only against the Motor
insured alone, which was perceived to
be the case with the earlier proposal to
raise Motor TP rates.
Collection of market data is
not fundamental to a decision on the
issue of detariffing. Data collection
perhaps will help understand the
quantity of the problem, but the quality
of the problem is already well known. It
may help justify raising rates, but if
detariffing is the final answer, this is a
moot point. What is the market aiming
at – continuation of tariffs or detariffing?
A decision on a time frame on this issue,
however provisional it may be, does not

There is no discussion on the
serious issues ailing the
public sector players. They
have become so shy that
they do not even articulate
their problems, except in
platitudes, let alone solve
them. Unprepared
detariffing will make their
problems worse.

brook any delay. The market has to get
its act ready.
Should the tariffs continue, which no
doubt they will for a lot longer, it is unfair
to raise them very steeply in one go
irrespective of the very high Motor
claims experience percentage. It has to
be a gradual process increase that can
reasonably be absorbed by the insured
from time to time. The longer this
process takes assuming tariff regime
will continue the more difficult the task
becomes for insurers in the psychological
game of winning the hearts of their
insured and perhaps their minds as well
that can appreciate their logic. Insurers

too cannot justify the high cost at which
they are running their business; and at
the end of it they do not deliver much
perceived value either to the insured.
The past few years have not seen
insurers make any changes in their
structures or in the mental models that
govern their management styles. They
have failed to realise that customers
have changed their profiles. The rural
and the social sectors have gained little
from the liberalisation process, with
insurers spending most of their time to
woo corporate customers.
Sixty-five per cent of the outstanding
claims of about 15 lakhs of the market
are in courts, up from 50 per cent a
couple of years ago. The amount of
outstanding claims is about Rs. 15,000
crores, the equivalent of the annual
market premium. The industry needs
to retrieve its credibility for empathetic
service and efficiency before it can lay
claim to increased tariffs.
Indians professionals have won
laurels in several spheres. On similar
grounds, they can excel in underwriting
skills. What they need is an opportunity
to learn and demonstrate their skills.
Customers must be encouraged to
become sophisticated buyers of
insurance, which detariffing will do.
Everyone will look out for the day when
rates are negotiated based on exchange
of information on risk factors more
intelligently. That is what detariffing
is all about.

The author is former Chairman &
Managing Director, The Oriental
Insurance Company. He can be reached
at gvrao70@hotmail.com.)
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It’s All In Implementation
— Detariffing need be pushed no further
Dinyar M. Jivaasha makes a strong case for detariffing, arguing that since it was the most important recommendation
of the Malhotra Committee, it needs to be implemented at once for the industry and the consumers to benefit.

The insurance industry, by now, is more
or less acclimatised to the idea of
detariffing. However, the Government is
still deferring the decision to push the
start button. Apprehensions remain on
how the market will react if freedom
were given to insurers to price the risks.
After all, if things were to go wrong, who
will take the flak?
Essentially, it is the responsibility
of the Government that has accepted the
recommendations of the Malhotra
Committee to direct the TAC / IRDA to
implement the detariffing process. It
may be remembered that it was the main
recommendation of the Committee, and
its implementation will truly liberalise
the industry for the benefit of all
stakeholders. This process should begin
without further delay. Accountability for
its implementation is most certainly an
area of concern; and detariffing is
certainly a policy issue. Pressure should
therefore be brought on the Government
to take a stand on this issue, as the
present status of half way liberalisation
is hurting the interests of all concerned.
Though a major recommended
reform, detariffing has been allowed to
languish without its implementation
being giving a serious concrete thought.
The customer, as of today, has not
benefited from the liberalisation process
to the extent that he actually should
have. Though he is pursued by various
quarters out to procure business, there
has been no visible improvement in tariff
rating structures. The existing structure
does not have any rational basis and has
outlived its value. The need to move
forward is therefore very urgent.
Not much thought has gone into the
process of how the reforms in the
insurance sector, including detariffing, as
a tool of change for the better has to be
implemented. After setting up the IRDA,
the Government has altogether
withdrawn itself from actively ensuring
the adoption of the rest of the

recommendations of the Committee on
reforms. It is the Government’s
responsibility to give directions and
momentum for their implementation and
for IRDA to implement them quickly.
Elixir For Revolution
Today, even after over a decade, the
price control situation on insurance
covers remains unchanged. While the
market was liberalised during 2000,
nothing much has really changed for the
consumers. Detariffing would have been
the elixir, which would have brought

Tariffs have meant that
insurers did not curtail their
high transactional and
unproductive operational
costs. They have blunted the
insurers’ capability to
evaluate risk factors before
accepting risks.

about the much-needed revolution in the
insurance sector.
If the consumer has to truly benefit,
the tariff structure has to be disbanded
as quickly as possible to prevent
continued misuse of “cross subsidies” of
rates of one portfolio by the other. Crosssubsidies are today the bane of the
sector and are leading to malpractices
and unhealthy activities . Continuing
with tariffs indefinitely has not instilled
the discipline in insurers to curtail their
high transactional and unproductive
operational costs.
Further, tariffs have blunted the
insurers’ capability to evaluate risk
factors before accepting them. In today’s
scenario, the market players are just
premium acceptors and claim settlers,
rather than professional risk managers.

Essar has been sourcing covers from
the international market where
permissible. This has been a good
learning experience on how free markets
operate and are, in fact, more
responsible with their pricing, as their
very survival depends on correct pricing.
Essar’s experience in dealing in a nontariff scenario, wherever possible, visà-vis the tariff scenarios over the years
has been very good. Wider, tailor-made
covers have been achieved from reputed
underwriters at a much lower price than
the price and product available in an
outdated tariff regime in India.
There has been much noise about
detariffing the Motor Own Damage (OD)
segment. However, this should be kept
aside and the primary objective should
be to detariff the whole market at one go.
How can this objective be achieved?
A meaningful dialogue should be
urgently staged with all the concerned
stakeholders to ensure that the views
of all the segments are registered.
While the IRDA and TAC have a
mammoth job on their hand, the
Government’s active – and not tacit –
support for detariffing is very essential.
It cannot afford to sit on the fence and
watch the event unfold from a distance.
It has has an obligation to ensure the
implementation of the Malhotra
Committee recommendations, since it
has accepted the same.
Unfortunately, the track record over
the past years shows our penchant for
dilution of goals. It appears to be too
optimistic to hope that the market will
be “detariffed” in the next two years.
Will detariffing be a classic case of the
continuing saga of opportunities lost?
The author is Group Head & Vice
President – Essar Group Corporate
Risk & Insurance Management. The
views expressed here are his own.
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Designed for Safety
— Vehicle design forms key element of risk management
Insurers should judge the safety features of vehicles and rate them accordingly, argues N. C. Das,
while also suggesting that insurer’ expertise on safety aspects be used while designing vehicles.

A ny

proposal for insurance is
scrutinised in the light of its inherent
‘riskiness’ before the premium is fixed.
Motor insurance is a part of property
insurance, so where does the risk
management process surface in it? In
India, the underwriter does have a broad
classification for vehicles depending on
their use, such as private cars, taxis,
goods carrying vehicles, passenger
carrying vehicles, etc. There is even a
system of separate rating for electrical
and electronic items associated with the
vehicle. However, the ‘risk’ of a particular
vehicle is directly linked to its design,
which is largely ignored by Indian
insurers. How a vehicle behaves in an
accident situation and what comprise
its operational safety features are
critical points for evaluation.
In developed countries, design is a
key factor while fixing the premium
though several other factors are also
taken into account, such as the age and
experience of the drivers, nature of roads
and highways on which the vehicle is
likely to ply, and whether the vehicle is
to be parked in a closed garage or in the
open, in front of the residence.
Importance of design
It cannot be denied that the design
part of certain critical auto components
and total vehicle design are very
important for vehicle safety on road. For
example, ground clearance, wheel
alignment, steering geometry and centre
of gravity of a vehicle together are largely
responsible for its stability at high
speed because these features increase
road gripping capacity in motion. It is
not the GVW (gross vehicle weight) or
laden weight alone that decide how the
vehicle goes on road.
Even body design has some relation
with the ground clearance. The centre of
gravity and ground clearance of a
double-decker bus are kept low to
encounter air resistance owing to its huge
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body, so that it remains stable while
moving or negotiating a curved road. To
do that, the body of the bus is built
almost from the ground level and no
chassis parts are visible due to low bus
body panel. Similarly, the steering
geometry is maintained such that the
vehicle does not experience undue
pulling on any side while moving. The
front portion is built aerodynamically
to lessen air resistance and thereby gain
greater mileage. Air bags are fitted
along with a soft door pad so that the
casualty is reduced to minimum in case
of fatal accidents and in rolled over cases.

A motor vehicle is not a
stationary object that can be
tested at a test bench alone.
The risk multiplies when it is
used on road. A crash test is
an evaluation of the vehicle’s
performance in stress.

While insuring, do our underwriters
bother with vehicle designs and their
susceptibility to accidents? The nation’s
general insurers are apparently not
concerned at all. Neither are the vehicle
manufacturers – they do not involve
general insurers while designing
vehicles, or register the views of insurers
and loss assessors who are, by virtue of
their respective work experience,
supposed to be experts in evaluating
vehicle stress at accident situations.
Insurers, possessing huge amounts of
data, can give expert opinion and
suggestions for minor additions /
alterations in the component design to
withstand more stress.
Crash tests
However, component redesign aimed
at vehicle safety is a gradual process –

one has to wait for the successful run of
the vehicle on road after its launch. For
new vehicles awaiting commercial
launch, no failure criteria or market
performance report are available. For
these types of new vehicles, though
internally tested by the carmaker,
insurers in developed countries wait for
a crash test and maiden premium to be
set, depending on its crash test
performance.
A motor vehicle is not a stationary
object that can be tested at a test bench
alone. The risk multiplies when it is
used on road. A crash test is an
evaluation of the vehicle’s performance
in stress – a new vehicle is allowed to
roll speedily on a ramp and hit a wall.
The impact on different components is
measured in scale to determine the
change in their configuration on crash.
The vehicle’s performance and
occupants’ safety, especially in case of
cars, are measured. The behaviour
pattern of occupants on crash is
monitored with the help of robots
placed as occupants and drivers.
Any independent agency authorised
by the regulator, or the regulator itself,
can conduct this test. The insurer can
hire the expertise, so that the crash test
performance is allowed to influence
rating.
IRDA has also mooted the setting
up of crash test facilities in India
similar to those in the US. These
facilities are generally funded by
insurance companies. Now, before the
industry goes for detariffing of Own
Damage risk, insurance companies in
India are in search of such facilities that
can independently rate the risk for
underwriters’ evaluation.
The author is Assistant Manager
Technical with National Insurance
Company at Kolkata. The views
expressed here are his own.
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Preparatory Lessons

— Getting geared up for the Detariffing Era

From insurers to the TAC and the Regulator, all stakeholders need to spruce up their capabilities, so that the
transition to detariffing is smooth, efficient and fruitful, says C. P. Udayachandran.

I t is almost five years now – the
insurance sector was thrown open for
private insurers, and within a span of a
year, they sure did populate the market.
From a mere four PSU general insurers,
the number of non-life players swelled
quickly to 14. This has, no doubt,
resulted in the market acquiring a new
vigour and enhanced competitive spirit.
However, the moot question is
whether it has also brought in the muchhyped product and price innovations
that liberalisation was expected to set
in. When we look at the product range in
the non-life market post opening-up,
what emerges is that there has been
hardly any innovation worth mentioning
except surface changes made on the
existing products.
The pricing in non-life insurance
was, in the pre-liberalisation days,
largely regulated either through market
agreements among the (PSU) insurers,
or the pricing administrator, the Tariff
Advisory Committee (TAC). Even within
this controlled regime during those days,
there have been a large number of
digressions both conscious and
otherwise!
Bold Decisions
Prior to the 1990s, the Marine Cargo
and Personal Accident (PA) rates also
used to be regulated by the TAC. The
freeing of the Marine Cargo rates was a
milestone resolution that acted as a sort
of harbinger of the times that were to
set in soon. The decisions to scrap the
administrated pricing in Marine and
subsequently in PA were bold decisions
taken way before the liberalisation era.
The experts in the field, and the
market in general, feel that
administered pricing cuts at the very
root of an open competitive environment.
The reason cited is that inflexibility in
the pricing mechanism stifles
competitiveness. It is against this

background that the industry experts
have been strongly demanding the
detariffing of the non-life insurance
business.
Currently, the TAC regulates
the pricing on Fire, Marine Hull,
Motor, Workmen’s Compensation and
Engineering portfolios that account for
roughly about 60 to 70 per cent of the
overall premium turnover. The pricing
apart, the product features also are
necessarily spelt out in the pricing
arrangement, to make sure products of
a fixed quality and standard alone are

And pricing control – such as
tariffs in insurance – is
indeed external in nature.
The agency that takes it up
does not undergo market
pressures and looks at it
purely as an academic
exercise.

sold for a particular price. The products
in the remaining segments, i.e., falling
within the 30 to 40 per cent slot, are
theoretically free for pricing by each
individual company. Strangely, even in
this domain, the pricing practices
followed by individual companies do not
show marked variations.
The plausible reason is that pricing
in the entire spectrum having not been
unlocked, one section ends up crosssubsidising another. In fact, currently,
the Motor liability portfolio is heavily
cross-subsidised by other tariffed
segments, among which Fire happens to
be one chief segment. It is clearly evident
therefore that the Fire premium coming
in from the industrial, commerce and
trading sectors is absorbing the shock

created by the wrong and inexact rating
practices in Motor.
Any administered rating becomes
an artificial intervention since the price
is determined not by the market
pressures, but by static elements not
consistent with the dynamic natural
equations that a market develops over
time. This can work both ways, as is
evident with the results in the Fire and
Motor portfolios. Whereas pricing in
both portfolios is regulated, the Fire
portfolio throws up an average claims
ratio of about 30 per cent, while the
Motor portfolio gives off an average
claims ratio hovering about 170 per cent.
There is an imminent need to correct
the Motor portfolio and clearly there is
ground for reduction in the Fire
department. Such high contrasts cannot
be explained away merely on the basis
of the high underwriting expertise in
Fire portfolio and the total lack of it in
Motor, or purely to Motor rating
inadequacy. Rather, the reason can be
attributed to the lack of urgency to
correct either as there is padding
available in one to offset the losses in
the other.
Critical At One Stage
Tariffs in insurance are externally
administered pricing which have a
definite role, especially in the early
stages of market development.
Stability of the market is of prime
import in a developing market and the
tariffs lend this essential character to
the market in these stages. This is
especially so, since insurance is a tricky
business, where selling is only the
starting point of a business relationship.
The real test is if the insurer is
financially liquid and strong enough to
meet the sudden and unanticipated calls
made on it.
Rating and its adequacy become
particularly important for an insurer at
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this stage. An unsustainable rating
leaves in the lurch not only an insurer at
the time of a crisis, but the insured too,
who was not willing to consider a price
higher than the untenable one his
insurer was asking for. External price
administration from this standpoint is
an essential element, since the financial
health of an insurer is a necessary
attribute for steady development of the
insurance market.
Be it as it may, if the market has to
progress into one healthy and mature,
the only way is to grow and evolve. In
this process the service providers, the
customers and other stakeholders of the
market are all involved and they all
benefit in the end. In a healthy and
mature market, the environment
organises itself into a balanced and
dynamically stable system, making
mistakes, self-correcting, rectifying and
moving forward. No market can eternally
depend on external props and supports.
And pricing control – such as tariffs
in insurance – is indeed external in
nature. The agency that takes it up does
not undergo market pressures and looks
at it purely as an academic exercise. The
agency may not find it necessary to offer
any freedom in the rating aspects and
also locks product variations to avoid
complaints on mismatches between
pricing and products on offer. The price
administrator will have to rely on a great
deal of generalisations in groupings and
risk classifications, which takes away
the prospect of looking at individual and
special features existing in a risk. All
these bring in rigidity in the product
features and pricing aspects. Any tariff
regime is loaded against good risks.
There is an averaging in generalising and
the bad risks get a better deal while the
superior risks invariably are compelled
to bear the brunt and pay higher.
Removal of any price administration
usually helps the existing players, since
they are better judges of the territory and
have the necessary expertise available.
In fact, instead of waiting for the price
decontrol, the PSU insurers should have
vocally pushed for quick detariffing in
the non-life insurance sector.
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Little Advantage
With the large volume of information
accumulated over all these years, it
should have been a breeze! But, it is a
matter of grave regret that none of the
experience and information gained on
the TAC price-administered business
underwritten over the past 25 years
is warehoused in a meaningful and
useable manner by the Public Sector
Unit
insurers. Strangely, the
responsibility of keeping one’s own
business data was thoroughly neglected
and the same shifted over to the price
administrator, the TAC. No (PSU)
insurer had the foresight to visualise
that such data could be bankable and
that this highly worthy data could be a
goldmine of information later during

The Regulator will have to
take into account the fact
that none of the parties –
such as the broker, the agent
or the insured – would be
inclined to part with
information in case of a
digression. Often, the
complainant may not have
enough information on hand
to lodge a formal complaint.

the free pricing regime. Quite
unfortunately, the mindset never went
beyond the TAC Era.
In the ordinary course, the
responsibility of making a portfolio
sustainable is on the insurer and its
prudent skills in managing the
underwriting and claims. However, the
tariff regime gave the PSU insurers the
convenient alibi to avoid creating any
meaningful databank on the accepted
business or its claims history, in any
identifiable codes, classes or groups. In
the process, what the PSU insurers lost
out was a wonderful opportunity to stay
clearly ahead of the competition.

True, when a market is decontrolled,
and decontrolled completely, it can
result in total disorder. For, when the
market is freed, it is natural to expect
that the insurance companies (at least
some of them) may lower rates, perhaps,
to even unviable levels in an attempt
to expand market share. It is
imperative thus to have appropriate
regulatory practices in place to check
such devious trends and practices.
The role of a regulator, in this
context, is of supreme importance.
In fact, it is the regulator who enables
the market to grow and evolve into a
mature one. Without appropriate and
evident checks and balances, the whole
structure can crumble, resulting in
mayhem in the market.
Regulator’s Role
The regulatory aspect of solvency
margin is another area of concern to
IRDA in an open market. It is an index
measuring the solvency of an insurer
which would point to the insurer’s
robustness in meeting liability coming
up from claims, and is of vital
importance so far as the insurer’s
financial health is concerned. In a totally
detariffed set up, the close monitoring
of solvency margin and quick remedial
intervention are of paramount
importance.
The role of the Regulator, in this
context, will be critical to instilling a
sense of order and discipline in a free
market. Immediate and quick action
against erring stakeholders is
absolutely necessary to ensure an
organised and orderly system. Thus, the
questions that need to be answered are
not just confined to whether the industry
is mature enough for the opening and if
the players have the required skills and
capacities to play the game. Equally
valid a question is if the Regulator is
ready for the action.
The Indian non-life insurance sector
has remained active, healthy and robust
for the past 25 years or more. It has
undergone the cyclical ups and downs
and taken in its stride sudden
turbulences like cyclones, earthquakes,
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riots, terrorist attacks and so on. It has
developed the capability and capacity
to underwrite risks that are at once
complex and mammoth. The public
sector players have the advantage of
superior territory knowledge, while the
private players have the edge on
technology. There is no case that the
market is not willing to accept the
changes that are sweeping the world
elsewhere.
The role of the Regulator has been
given a rational framework, and the
Regulator is empowered to act in a
certain manner in certain circumstances.
It holds the necessary powers to develop
the insurance sector, which includes
power not just of maintaining order, but
also of vision to look ahead and change.
Even as the regulation is going on, it
is important to ask if the Regulator is
able to look at the emergent environment
and decipher the new dynamics
evolving. Can the existing framework
deal with all the fresh combinations
surfacing and, if not, are changes or
amendments called for to meeting the
new order? If so, in what direction?
Even within the current tariffed
structure, it may be noted that not all
digressions are necessarily noticed (or
brought to notice). Even if noticed, not
all are acted upon. It is not that there
are no cases of rebatings, or overshooting the stipulated percentages in
commission, or ignoring of the codes and

instructions et al, but the fact is except
a few cases of rate under-cuttings no
other digressions seem to be acted upon.
The Regulator will have to look at it
from the fact that none of the involved
parties – such as the broker, the agent
or the insured – would be inclined to part
with information in case of a digression.
Often, the complainant may not have
enough information on hand to lodge a

The public sector players
have the advantage of
superior territory knowledge,
while the private players
have the edge on technology.
There is no case that the
market is not willing to
accept the changes that are
sweeping the world
elsewhere.

formal complaint. In such a situation,
the Regulator’s inability to commence
proceedings for want of production of
evidence will be a serous handicap in
the monitoring of even the price
regulated environment, leave alone a
detariffed environment. Ideally, the
Regulator should keep tabs on the
market to discern even the slightest

wrongdoings
and
commence
investigation and proceedings suo motu
where it feels there is a genuine ground
for such action.
It may not be all that easy to put in
place operational machinery for
addressing this crucial question, but it
would be indispensable if the system is
to be open and to remain healthy. In all
countries where the market is open yet
healthy, the regulatory mechanism
operates transparently and wherever
aberrations are noticed, actions taken
firmly and swiftly. The latest case in the
US involving insurance broker Marsh &
McLennan Companies Inc. having had
to pay $850 million in restitution to
clients in what the government regulator
said was bid-rigging is a brilliant
example to quote in this context.
An open market is a freedom to enjoy
and a responsibility to discharge for all
the stakeholders. Freedom offers the
delight of choices, but the responsibility
to exercise the best available choice is
on the customer. Unless the Regulator,
the insurers, the intermediaries, the
customers and all other stakeholders
exercise this choice with care and
responsibility, the freedom invariably
would lead to chaos and disarray, which
will be to the detriment of all.
The author is Deputy Manager, United
India Insurance Company. The views
expressed here are his own.

We welcome consumer experiences.
Tell us about the good and the bad you
have gone through and your suggestions.
Your insights are valuable to the industry.
Help us see where we are going.

Send your articles to:
Editor, IRDA Journal, Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority,
Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor, 5-9-58/B, Basheer Bagh, Hyderabad 500 004
or e-mail us at irdajournal@irdaonline.org
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AmYma CÚmoJ Ho$ {bE ~mhar g§gma go bmJV g§aMZm VWm
Hw$ebVm ñWmnZm d¥{Õerb à{V`moJr g§gma Ho$ {bE hmoJm&
AÝ` eãXm| _|, `h Cnm` Ho$db ~r_m§H$H$ H$m`© _| Xa
{ZYm©aU Ho$ {bE hr Zht daZ² {Za§Va PwH$md H$m AÜ``Z
{Oggo nmaX{e©Vm Ho$ AmYma na A§Vamg§Mma H$aVo hwE
Cn^moº$mAm| Ho$ gmW gyMZm H$m ^rAmXmZ-àXmZ {H$`m OmE&
Bg gyMZm Ho$ {ZîH©$f VWm OmJéH$Vm AW©ì`dñWm _|
Am{W©H$ AmnmV Omo{I_ H$mo H$_ H$aoJr VWm ~r_m Ho$ C{MV
_yë` {ZYm©aU Ho$ {bE amñVm ImoboJr& àmewëH$ _y{º$ Bg na
{Z^©a h¡ {H$ h_ {H$VZr OëXr Am±H$‹S>m| A{YJ¥hrV H$aVo h¢&
OZ©b Ho$ AJbo A§H$ _| h_ AW©em{ó`m| H$mo `h {bIZo
Ho$ {bE Am_§{ÌV H$a aho h¡§ {H$ do {nN>bo Hw$N> dfm}§ _| ~r_m
CÚmoJ _| gwYmam| Ho$ bm^m| Ho$ ~mao _| do Š`m gmoMVo h¢& h_ Amem
H$aVo h¡ AmnHo$ gmW h_| ^r CZHo$ gwPmdm§o VWm A§V©Ñ{ï> go
bm^ àmá H$aoJ|&

ºÉÒ. BºÉ. ®úÉ´É

“

Hw$N> Vmo bmoJ H$h|Jo
J«wn bmB©\$ VWm h¡ëW ~r_m VWm Hw$N> ì`{º$JV
nmb{g`m| O¡go J¥h VWm AmQ>mo_mo~mBb ~r_m Ho$ {dH«$` _|
Om±M-n‹S>Vmb Cgr àH$a Ho$ {hVm| H$m g§Kf© hmoVm h¡ O¡gm ñnrQ>µOa
Ho$ Ho$ÝÐ _|& `h ì`dñWm N>moQo> J«mhH$ Ho$ {bE Omo{I_ CËnÞ H$aVr h¡&
`{X ~So> Hw$brZ Cn^moº$m AmgmZr go R>Jo Om gH$Vo h¢ Vmo AHw$brZ
ì`{º$JV VWm N>moQo> Cn^moº$mAm| {H$ pñW{V gw^oÚ hmoJr hr&

”

H§$Oy_a \¡$S>aoeZ Am\$ A_o[aH$m (grE\$E)
H$s [agM© [anmoQ©>

A{Zdm`© ê$n go àH$Q> H$aZm ñnrQ>µOa H$s à{V{H«$`m
_mÌ Zht h¡& `h CÚmoJ _| EH$b ~ohX à^mdembr YZmË_H$
n[adV©Z bmZo H$m VarH$m h¡& Eogo n[adV©Z Omo _| OmZVm hy± E\$EgE
àmá H$aZo H$s BÀN>m aIVm h¡&
lr ZrH$ nrQ>aOmoZ, _w»`H$m`©nmbH$, bm`S>g² Am\$ b§XZ

~r_m CÚmoJ Xmohao A§H$ H$s d¥{Õ H$mo XO© H$a
ahm h¡& Omo OrdZ ~r_m CÚmoJ _| 35 à{VeV VWm J¡a OrdZ
~r_m CÚmoJ _| 15 à{VeV XO© H$s JB© h¡& Bg d¥{Õ Ho$ ~Zo ahZo
H$s g§^mdZm h¡& h_mao Xoe _| ~r_m ~r_m joÌ H$mo {Z{O joÌ Ho$ {bE
Imobm J`m h¡ {OgHo$ H$maU gmd©O{ZH$ CnH«$_ H$_Omoa hwE h¢ naÝVw
`h VH©$ g§JV Zht h¡ Š`m|{H$ amÁ` Ûmam ñdm{_Ëd dmbo H$B©
~r_mH$Îmm©Am| Zo df© 2000 Ho$ ~mX d¥{Õ {XImB© h¡&
lr gr. Eg. amd, AÜ`j AmB©AmaS>rE

O~ h_ `h ñdrH$ma H$aVo h¢ {H$
åMwdb \$S§> g_wXm` Ho$ AÝVJ©V {díbofU
g_wXm` _|, g§aMZmË_H$ g_ñ`mE± h¢, A~ ~r_m
CÚmoJ Ho$ AÝXa `h CËnmX H¡$go ~¡Mo OmVo h¢, `h à{Vq~{~V
BÀN>m CZ bmoJm| {H$ h¡ Omo H$hVo h¢ EH$ `m Xmo hr go~ Iam~ h¢........
`hm± AÀNo>, B©_mZXma, H${R>Z n[al_ H$aZo dmbm| H$m CÚmoJ _| à^wËd h¡& bo{H$Z
h_ XoI aho h¡ ~‹So> XÊS>, nwZ… g§aMZm, Amnam{YH$ Ý`mg^§J H$aZo dmbo
AmJo Am aho h¢& _oam H$m`© BZ g_ñ`mAm| H$mo ImoOZm Am¡a BZH$s
Xw:Ir, `{X Amn Ka Omo V~mh hmo J`o VWm ZJam|
O‹S> VH$ nhw±MZm h¡ Am¡a V~ V^r h_ Bgo EH$ Eogm CÚmoJ
H$s {~J‹S>r hwB© hmbV XoI|, `h ñnï> hmo Om`oJm {H$
~Zm gH|$Jo Omo nÛ{V g§JV hmoJm d AnZo H$m`© H$mo
Bg_|
go ~hwV H$_ H$mo ~r_m AmdaU àmá Wm& Hw$N> hX VH$
R>rH$ àH$ma go H$aoJm&
hmoQ>bm| H$mo AmdaU àmá Wm& bm`S>g² CgH$m Hw$N> AZwnmV bo
gH$Vm Wm, g§^mì`Vm àË`j ~r_m H$s Anojm nwZ~u_m _|
A{YH$Vm hmoJr& bm`S>g² H$m Hw$b {~b EH$ {~{b`Z
go AnojmH¥$V H$_ hmoJm VWm g§^mì`Vm 500
nmbgr hmoëS>a go g~go A{YH$ àM{bV {eH$m`V Omo
{_{b`_ S>mba go H$_ hmoJm&
h_ àmá H$aVo h¢ dh h¡ {H$ CÝho nmbgr H$s qZ~YZ Am¡a
eV] go AdJV Zht H$adm`m J`m& {à{_`_ Xam| Ho$ {ZYm©aU
Ho$ g§~ÝY _| nmaXe©Vm H$s H$_r, ewëH$ {H$`m J`m VWm
AmdaU Ho$ àH$ma&

bmS©> nrQ>a {b{dZ, AÜ`j,
bm`S>g² Am\$ b§XZ

lr Q>r. Ho$. ~oZOu, gXñ` (OrdZ) AmB©AmaS>rE
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gwZm_r

MwZm¡{V`m| H$s EH$ bha
gwZm_r Zo ~r_m goŠQ>a Ho$ {bE ZE Bí`y {XE
{H$VZr Xya, {H$VZm Am¡a H¡$go? Š`m `h g_` h¡ {H$ ~r_m goŠQ>a àmH¥${VH$ {dnXm H$s pñW{V _| AnZo nm°{bgr`m| H$m
nwZ{Z©arjU H$ao - Or. dr. amd
`h EH$ Eogm _§Oa Wm O¡go ^JdmZ Zo ½bmo~
Ho$ EH$ {hñgo na AMmZH$ `wÓ àma§^ H$a {X`m
Wm& gwZm_r H$m `h àH$mon BVZr AmgmZr go Zht
^wbm`m Om gH$Vm h¡& `h EH$ H$ënZm Ho$ nao
Ñí` Wm, g_wÐ Zo g~ Hw$N> AnZo A§Xa {ZJb
{b`m& Bg àH$mon go hþB© hm{Z H$s ^anmB© hmoZo _|
H$m\$s g_` bJ OmEJm VWm gmW hr H$m\$s YZ
^r bJoJm&
A§Vam©ï>r` ~r_m g_mO Zo Bg àH$mon H$mo H$m\$s
J§^ra _mZm h¡& ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$mo Bg {dnXm _|
_ao bmoJm| H$mo 500 {_{b`Z S>m°ba go A{YH$ XoZo
n‹So> h¢& Ohm± ~r_mYmaH$ Ho$ N>moQo> g_mO _|
Omo{I_ OmJéH$Vm H$s Hw$N> H$_r XoIr JB©, Omo
bmoJ BgHo$ à{V OmJéH$ Wo, CÝhm|Zo bmoJm| H$mo
BgHo$ ~mao _| Hw$N> ~VmZo _| ^r H$moB© é{M Zht
{XImB©& ~m‹T> hmo, ^yH§$n hmo `m {\$a gwZm_r, ~r_m
H§$n{Z`m| H$mo ZB© `moOZmAm| na {dMma H$aZm hmoJm
Vm{H$ bmoJm| H$mo BZ XwIX g_` _| ~r_m H$m Hw$N>
bm^ {_b gHo$& ~r_m H$mo BgHo$ {bE AnZo Omo{I_
à~§YZ _| ^r H$m\$s ~Xbmd H$aZm hmoJm&
~r_mH$Vm©Am| Ho$ g_j MwZm¡{V`m±
~r_mH$Vm©Am| H$mo h_oem go hr `h _mby_
ahm h¡ {H$ `h Cn_hmÛrn àmH¥${VH$ {dZme H$m
gm_Zm H$aVm hr ahVm h¡, Mmho dh ~m‹T> hmo,
^yH§$n `m {\$a gwZm_r& EH$ {deof ~r_m H$da
Omo bmoJm| H$mo BZ _wpíH$bm| H$s K‹S>r _| bm^ Xo
gHo$, Ho$ {Z_m©U H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡& BgHo$ {bE
Omo{I_ Ed§ àr{_`_ H$m nwZ: Am§H$bZ H$aZm
hmoJm Am¡H$ Q¡>[a\$ ES>dmBOar H$_oQ>r Bgo H$m\$s
ghr VarHo$ go {Z`§{ÌV H$a gH$Vr h¡& Bg H$daoO
Ho$ {bE bmJw eVm] H$m ^r Iwbmgm hmoZm Mm{hE&
X§Jo, h‹S>Vmb Ed§ AmV§H$dmX Cƒ loUr Ho$
30
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gm_m{OH$ Omo{I_ àmo\$mBb h¡& ~m‹T> H$m Omo{I_,
^yH§$n Ed§ AÝ` Eogo Cƒ loUr Ho$ Omo{I_ h¢, Omo
àH¥${V Ûmam àXÎm h¡& na§Vw ~r_mH$Vm©Am| Ûmam
Bg loUr Ho$ {bE {H$`m J`m H$da An`m©á h¡&
dV©_mZ _| BZ àmH¥${VH$ {dnXmAm| Ho$ {bE
^maV _| Š`m pñW{V h¡? gwZm_r _| AnZm g~
Hw$N> V~mh H$a MwH$o bmoJm| Ho$ {bE ~r_m H§$n{Z`m|
Ûmam Š`m {H$`m Om ahm h¡? ^{dî` _| ~r_m

bJmVma X§Jo hmoZo bJo& H$B© XwH$mZ| Ed§ Kam| H$mo
ZwH$gmZ nhþ±Mm`m J`m, BZ_| go H$B© H$m [añH$
H$da Zht Wm& V~ gaH$ma Ho$ AmXoe go Bgo \$m`a
H$da Ho$ gmW OmoS‹ >m J`m& BgHo$ {bE \$m`a nm°{bgr
H$mo n[ad{V©V {H$`m J`m&
AmV§H$dmX H$da
O~ n§Om~ Ed§ CÎma-nydu Xoem| _| AmV§H$dmX
{ga M‹T>H$a ~mobZo bJm Vmo ~J¡a {H$gr A{V[aŠV
àr{_`_ Ho$ Bgo \$m`a H$da Ho$ gmW Omo‹S> {X`m
J`m& 11 {gVå~a H$s KQ>Zm Ho$ nümV Bg `moOZm
H$mo hQ>m {b`m J`m Am¡a ~r_m YmaH$ H$mo Bg
`moOZm H$m \$m`Xm CR>mZo Ho$ {bE A{V[aŠV
àr{_`_ XoZo H$mo H$hm J`m& Bggo ~r_mKmaH$m|
H$mo H$m\$s YŠH$m nhþ±Mm Am¡a CÝh| bJm {H$ ~r_m
H$m§Qo>ŠQ> H$mo Š`m Bg àH$ma AmgmZr go Vmo‹S>m Om
gH$Vm h¡& AV: BgH$s {dœgZr`Vm na gdmb
CR>Zo ewé hmo JE&

~r_mH$Vm©Am| H$mo h_oem go hr `h
_mby_ ahm h¡ {H$ `h Cn_hmÛrn
àmH¥${VH$ {dZme H$m gm_Zm H$aVm hr
ahVm h¡, Mmho dh ~m‹T> hmo, ^yH§$n `m
{\$a gwZm_r& EH$ {deof ~r_m H$da Omo
bmoJm| H$mo BZ _wpíH$bm| H$s K‹S>r _| bm^
Xo gHo$, Ho$ {Z_m©U H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡& ~m‹T> Ho$ {bE H$da

H§$n{Z`m| Ho$ {bE BgHo$ {bE Š`m `moOZmE± h¢?
`hm± EH$ {dûbofU Ho$ _mÜ`_ go BgHo$ ~mao _|
EH$ {ddaU {X`m Om ahm h¡&
~r_mH$Vm© H$m CÎmaXm{`Ëd
do bmoJ {OÝh| ^maV _| ~r_m {dH$mg Ho$ MaUm|
Ho$ ~mao _| Oam gm ^r `mX h¡, CÝh| kmV hmoJm
{H$, X§Jm| Ed§ h‹S>Vmb Ho$ {bE {H$`m J`m ~r_m
H$da \$m`a nm°{bgr na hr A{V[aŠV àr{_`_
Wm& H$B© ~r_mYmaH$m| Zo Bgo H«$` Zht {H$`m Š`m|{H$
~r_m H$mo EH$ A{V[aŠV IM} Ho$ én _| XoIm OmVm
Wm Z {H$ {dÎmr` gwajm H$s ZOa go& Xoe _|

_mM© 2001 VH$ ~m‹T> Ed§ MH«$dmV go hþE
ZwH$gmZ Ho$ {bE \$m`a nm°{bgr na hr A{V[aŠV
àr{_`_ {X`m OmVm Wm& _mM© 2001 go Bgo \$m`a
àr{_`_ Ho$ gmW hr em{_b H$a {b`m J`m, `m{Z
A{V[aŠV àr{_`_ XoZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm Zht ahr&
`hm± ~r_mH$Vm© Zo AnZo ~r_mYmaH$m| H$s gwajm
Ed§ \$m`Xo H$mo Ü`mZ _| aIm Vm{H$ ha {H$gr H$mo
{dÎmr` gw{dYm _wh`¡ m H$adm`r Om gHo$& Bg àH$ma
g_mO H$mo BgH$m \$m`Xm {_bZm àma§^ hmo J`m&
Š`m gwZm_r Šbo_ H$m ^wJVmZ {H$`m Om
gH$Vm h¡?
gwZm_r AmZo H$m à_wI H$maU ^yH§$n h¡& Vmo
Š`m BgH$m H$da {g\©$ CZ bmoJm| H$mo {_bZm
Mm{hE, {OÝhm|Zo ^yH§$n Ho$ {bE H$da {b`m hþAm
h¡& Omo bmoJ ~m‹T> Ho$ {bE H$da H$amE h¢, CÝh|

gwZm_r

Š`m {_boJm& Bgo ~m‹T> go hþB© hm{Z _mZr OmE `m
{\$a ^y H § $ n go & `h \¡ $ gbm A~ B§ { S>`Z
_rQ>abm°{OH$b {S>nmQ©>_Q| > H$m \¡$gbm AmZo Ho$ ~mX
hr {b`m Om gH$Vm h¡&
^{dî` Ho$ {bE Hw$N> _wÔo
Š`m| Zhr àmH¥${VH$ {dnXmAm| go hþB© hm{Z H$mo
EH$ hr dJ© _| aIm OmE& hm{Z Mmho ~m‹T> go hþB©
hmo, `m {\$a ^yH§$n go, `m Ádmbm_wIr Ho$ \$Q>Zo go
`m {\$a AÝ` àmH¥${VH$ AmnXm& BZHo$ {bE EH$
hr ~r_m H$da hmoZm Mm{hE& gwZm_r Š`m h¡^yH§$n, ~m‹T> `m {\$a Ádmbm_wIr {dñ\$moQ>?
Q¡>[a\$ ES>dmBOar H$_oQ>r (Q>rEgr) Ho$ {bE
H$m`©
Q>rEgr H$mo Bg {Xem _| H$m\$s H$m`© H$aZo
hm|J&o EH$ Am_ AmX_r {H$g àH$ma OmZo {H$ CgHo$
{bE H$m¡Z gm H$da Cn`wŠV h¡& ^maV _| àmH¥${VH$
AmnXmE± H$m\$s gOJ h¡ Am¡a H$^r ^r Xoe Ho$
{H$gr ^r H$moZo _| BgH$m gm_Zm H$aZm n‹S> gH$Vm
h¡, Mmho dh JwOamV H$m ^yH§$n hmo `m {\$a hmb
hr _| gwZm_r H$s dOh go hþB© V~mhr& OmZ-_mb
H$m ZwH$gmZ H$m Am§H$bZ H$aZm H$m\$s H${R>Z H$m`©
h¡, Am¡a Q>rEgr Bg Omo{I_ H$m Am§H$bZ H$aZm
hmoJm Vm{H$ ^{dî` _| Am_ OZVm H$mo BZ ZwH$gmZ
go hþB© ^anmB© {_b gHo$ Am¡a do CÝZV OrdZ
~rVm gH|$& Ho$db Omo{I_ H$m Am§H$bZ H$aZm hr
_hËdnyU© Zht h¡& `h ^r V` H$aZm hmoJm {H$

nr{‹S>V bmoJm| H$mo `h ghm`Vm VËH$mb {_b gHo$&
Bg_| Xoa bJZo go BgH$m dh \$b Zht {_b nmEJm
Omo {_bZm Mm{hE&
h_ XoIVo h¢ {H$ H$B© Eogo Šbo_ h¢, {OZH$m
A^r VH$ ^wJVmZ Zht {H$`m J`m h¡& Eogo _| ZE
Šbo_ H$m {ZnQ>mam OëX hmo gHo$Jm, `h {dœgZr`
Zht h¡& \$m`a Ho$ gmW àmH¥${VH$ {dnXmAm| Ho$

H$mZyZr nj H$s Amoa Ü`mZ {X`m OmE&
`{X BZ AmYmam| na ~r_mH$Vm© Šbo_ H$m
^wJVmZ H$aZo go _Zm H$a Xo Vmo Š`m Bggo
~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$s gmI na H$moB© Aga Zht
n‹So>Jm? AmO ~r_m H§$n{Z`m§ Bg ~mao _| Á`mXm
~mV Zht H$a ahr h¡& do bmoJ {OÝhm|Zo ~m‹T> H$m
H$da {b`m hþAm h¡, CÝh| Šbo_ H$m ^wJVmZ Zht
{H$`m Om ahm h¡& ~mOma H$mo Bg na AnZr
à{V{H«$`m XoZr hmoJr& Am¡a {OVZr OëXr `h hmoJm
CVZm hr ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| Ed§ ~r_m joÌ Ho$ {bE
\$m`Xo_§X hmoJm&

A~ Mw§{H$ ~mOma _| CXmadmX Am
J`m h¡& {ZOr ~r_m H§$n{Z`m§ ^r ~mOma
_| h¡, dV©_mZ pñW{V H$m\$s {^ÝZ h¡&
H$B© bmoJ `h gmoMVo h¢ {H$ gaH$ma CZH$s
Ohm± gwZm_r Zo Am_ OZVm H$mo H$m\$s _XX Ho$ {bE AmJo AmEJr Am¡a CÝh| gwajm àXmZ
H$aoJr& A~ Mw§{H$ ~mOma _| CXmadmX Am J`m
ZwH$gmZ nhþ±Mm`m h¡ , dht ~r_m
h¡& {ZOr ~r_m H§$n{Z`m§ ^r ~mOma _| h¡, dV©_mZ
H§$n{Z`m| H$mo EH$ Adga {_bm h¡

H$da H$mo bmJw H$aZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡&
dV©_mZ _| BgH$m {ZnQ>mam H¡$go {H$`m OmE?
{nN>bo gmbm| _| Ap½Z go hþB© XwK©Q>ZmAm| Ho$
Šbo_ _| H$_r AmB© h¡ Am¡a Bg{bE àmH¥${VH$
{dnXmAm| H$mo Bg_| em{_b H$aZo go ~r_m H§$n{Z`m|
H$mo Bggo {H$gr àH$ma Ho$ ZwH$gmZ hmoZo H$s g§^mdZm
Zht h¡& AV: `h ^yH§$n h¡ `m {\$a ~m‹T>, BgHo$
~mao _| dmO-{ddmX H$aZo go AÀN>m h¡ {H$ BgHo$

pñW{V H$m\$s {^ÝZ h¡& Ohm± gwZm_r Zo Am_ OZVm
H$mo H$m\$s ZwH$gmZ nhþ±Mm`m h¡ , dht ~r_m
H§$n{Z`m| H$mo EH$ Adga {_bm h¡ {H$ do AnZo
Omo{I_ à~§YZ H$m nwZ: Am§H$bZ H$ao Am¡a OZVm
H$mo `h {dœmg {XbmE {H$ ~r_m H§$n{Z`m§ CZH$s
{dÎmr` gwajm Ho$ {bE gX¡d V¡`ma h¡& `h H$m`©
bmoJm| Ho$ {X_mJ go gwZm_r H$s `mX| {ZH$mbZo Ho$
{bE hr H$aZm hmoJm&
boIH$ Amo[aE§Q>b B§í`moag| H§$nZr Ho$ godm{Zd¥Îm
_w»` à~§Y {ZXoeH$ h¢&
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ñdmñW ajm

VoOr go ~‹T>Vm hþAm J«m_rU ~mOma
- J«m_rU Jar~m| _| ñdmñW` ~r_m H$s O~aXñV ewéAmV Oo{gH$m \o$ëS>_oZ
J«m_rU _hmamï´> _| H«$_~Õ ñdmñÏ` ~r_m, Oo{gH$m \o$ëS>_oZ H$m H$hZm h¡
g\$bVm Ho$ {bE gm§»`H$s Amdí`H$ h¡&

28

dfu` gmoZmbr Jwám Omo Cñ_mZm~mX ,
_hmamï´> _| {H$gmZ H$m H$m`© H$aVr h¡, VWm VrZ
~ƒm| H$s _m± h¡& hmb hr _| Cgo AnZo ~oQo> Ho$
An|{S>Šg Ho$ Am°naoeZ Ho$ {bE 7,000 én`o XoZo
n‹So>& Bg Am°naoeZ Ho$ {bE CgZo 50 à{VeV
ã`mO H$s Xa na n¡go CYma {bE& `hr CgHo$ {bE
EH$ {dH$ën Wm Am¡a Xygam {dH$ën Wm AnZr
g§n{Îm H$mo ~oMZm&
gmoZmbr H$s pñW{V CZbmoJm| Ho$ O¡gr hr h¡,
O¡gm H$s _¡Z| Cñ_mZm~mX _| AÝ` bmoJm| H$s pñW{V
H$mo XoIm& _¢ dhm± EH$ J¡a-bm^H$mar g§ñWm ñd`§
{ejU g§ñWmZ H$s Va\$ go JB© Wr& BgH$m CÔoí`
EgEgnr H$mo J«m_rU Jar~m| Ho$ {bE ñdmñW`
~r_m H$s g§^mdZm H$s Vbme H$aZm Wm& EgEgnr
_{hbm ~MV Ed§ H«o${S>Q> J«wn Ho$ gmW _hmamï´> Ed§
JwOamV _| J«m_rU Jar~m| H$s Am{W©H$ pñW{V,
ñdmñW`, {ejm, nmZr gßbmB© Ed§ gm\$-g\$mB©
H$m Ü`mZ aIVr h¡& `h g§JR>Z AmB©AmaS>rE H$s
nm°{bgrO Ho$ à{V nyar Vah OmJéH$ h¡ VWm BÝht
H$s _XX go dh BZ {dH$mg H$m`m] _| bJm h¡&
_{hbmAm| Ho$ H$B© g_yhm| go ~mVMrV H$aZo
Ed§ EgEgnr Ûmam OZab hoëW H$m gd}jU H$aZo
Ho$ nümV `h n[aUm_ gm_Zo Am`m {H$ dV©_mZ
_mZX§S> n`m©á Zht h¡& {OZ bmoJm| na gd} {H$`m
J`m CZ_| go A{YH$Va Eogo bmoJ Wo Omo {H$gmZ
Ed§ _OXya dJ© go h¢ VWm {OZH$s gmbmZm Am`
15,000 én`o go boH$a 20,000 én`o VH$ h¡&
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EH$ ñQ¡>ÊS>S©> H$moqS>J {gñQ>_ ^r V¡`ma H$aZm
hmoJm VWm AÓ©dm{f©H$ AmYma na BZH$s [anmoQ©>
H$aZr hmoJr& Bggo ^maV _| ñdmñW` ~r_m H$m
{dH$mg hmoJm VWm ~r_m Ho$ joÌ _| EH$ Z`m
_wPo Amü`© hþAm {H$ J«m_rU bmoJm| Ho$ {bE AÜ`m` H$m àma§^ hmoJm& Jm±d Ho$ Jar~ bmoJ
ñdmñW` ~r_m _| ~r_m H§$n{Z`m§ n`m©á é{M Zht BgH$m ^anya \$m`Xm CR>m gH$Vo h¢ VWm CÝh|
Cƒ ã`mO Xa na F$U boZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm
Zht n‹So>Jr&
nmZr go O{ZV amoJ Ed§ _bo[a`m Ho$ H$maU J^©dVr
_{hbmAm| H$mo H$m\$s _wpíH$bm| H$m gm_Zm H$aZm
n‹S>Vm h¡& ~r_ma hmoZ na `o bmoJ npãbH$ hoëW
goÝQ>a _| OmVo h¢, `m {\$a Kaobw CnMma H$aVo h¢&

_wPo Amü`© hþAm {H$ J«m_rU bmoJm|
Ho$ {bE ñdmñW` ~r_m _| ~r_m
H§$n{Z`m§ n`m©á é{M Zht {XIm ahr h¡
VWm BZHo$ nmg n`m©á S>mQ>m~og ^r
CnbãY Zht h¡& `{X J«m_rU BbmH$m| _|
bmoJm| H$mo ñdmñW` ~r_m H$m \$m`Xm
nhþ±MmZm h¡ Vmo BgHo$ {bE {deof
gd}jU H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡

{XIm ahr h¡ VWm BZHo$ nmg n`m©á S>mQ>m~og ^r
CnbãY Zht h¡& `{X J«m_rU BbmH$m| _| bmoJm| H$mo
ñdmñW` ~r_m H$m \$m`Xm nhþ±MmZm h¡ Vmo BgHo$
{bE {deof gd}jU H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡ Vm{H$
bmoJm| VH$ nhþ±Mm Om gHo$ Am¡a CÝh| BgH$m \$m`Xm
nhþ ± M m`m Om gHo $ & AmB© A maS> r E ^r Bg_|
_hËdnyU© ^y{_H$m AXm H$a gH$Vm h¡& BgHo$ {bE
AmB©AmaS>rE H$mo EH$ S>mQ>m~og V¡`ma H$aZm hmoJm
VWm BgH$m {dVaU H$aZm hmoJm&

EH$ ~ma `{X n`m© á S> m Q> m BH$Æ> m hmo
OmE Vmo Jar~ bmoJm| H$mo BgH$s gw{dYm nhþ±MmB©
Om gHo$Jr& AmB©AmaS>rE Zo J«m_rU joÌm| Ho$
{bE ~r_m H$aZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm Ho$ {bE {ZX}e
{XE hþE h¢& BgHo$ {bE EOoÝQ>m| H$mo ^r V¡`ma
H$aZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡ Omo BZ n[admam| H$mo
~r{_V H$a gH|$& EgEgOr, EAmoZ Ed§ B§í`moa|g
H¡ $ [a`a Eo g r ~r_m H§ $ n{Z`m§ h¢ , {OÝhm| Z o
Cñ_mZm~mX _| AnZo à{V{Z{Y ^oOo VWm bmoJm|
Ho$ g_j ñdmñW` ~r_m H$mo àñVwV {H$`m& CZH$mo
`h OmZH$a Amü`© hþAm {H$ _{hbmAm| Zo Bg_|
H$m\$s {XbMñnr {XImB© Ed§ CZH$s ~mVm| H$mo
Ü`mZnyd©H$ gwZm&

BZ _wbmH$mVm| Ho$ ~mX, EgEgnr Zo AnZo
gXñ`m| H$s [aJ«wqnJ H$s& EgEgnr Zo 5,000
n[admam| H$mo df© 2005 _| BgHo$ A§VJ©V em{_b
H$aZo H$m bú` aIm h¡& AmB©AmaS>rE H$mo ^r `h
gw{Z{üV H$aZm Mm{hE {H$ bmoJm| H$mo BgH$m
gmW hr, S>mQ>m BH$Æ>m H$aZo Ho$ {bE CÝh| n`m©á \$m`Xm {_bo&

ñd-{d{Z`m_Z

{dH$mg Ho$ {bE EgAmaAmo _mJ©
-~r_m H$mC§{gb Ho$ {bE AmJo H$m\$s ì`ñV {XZ h¢&
OrdZ Ed§ J¡a OrdZ ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$mo dV©_mZ ~mOma pñW{V _| H$m\$s n[adV©Z bmZm hmoJm VWm EH$
ñd-{d{Z`m{_V g§JR>Z Ho$ {Z_m©U H$s Amoa H$X_ ~‹T>mZm hmoJm& Xygao Xoem| go CXmhaU àñVwV H$aVo hwE, gwaoe _mWwa
H$s AZXoIr H$a ahm h¡ Vmo Bg ~mV H$mo
àm{YH$aU Ho$ gm_Zo aIo Am¡a Cgo C{MV
gbmh àXmZ H$ao&

hm§bm{H$ ^maVr` ~r_m ~mOma _| H$m\$s VoOr
Am ahr h¡, BgHo$ Hw$N> _wÔo ^r h¢, {OZHo$ hb
H$aZo H$s ^r H$m\$s Amdí`H$Vm h¡&
Hw$N> joÌmo _| ñd-{d{Z`m_Z H$mo BgHo$ {bE
EH$ AÀN>m _mÜ`_ _mZm OmVm h¡ VWm `h ~mOma
g§MmbZ H$mo H$m\$s J{V Xo gH$Vm h¡& ~r_m EŠQ>,
1938 Ho$ goŠeZ 64E _| B§í`moa|g Egmo{gEgZ
Am°\$ B§{S>`m Ho$ BZH$moanmoaoeZ H$m àmdYmZ h¡&
AmJo goŠgZ 64gr _| Xmo H$mC§{gb- bmB\$
B§í`moa|g H$mC§{gb Ed§ OZab B§í`moa|g H$mC§{gb
H$m ^r CëboI {H$`m J`m h¡& dV©_mZ _| bmB\$
Ed§ OZab B§í`moag| H§$nZr Ho$ g^r _w»` H$m`©H$mar
A{YH$mar BZ H$mC§{gb H$s H$m`©H$mar g{_{V
H$m JR>Z H$aVo h¢& àm{YH$aU ha H$mC§{gb Ho$ Xmo
A{YH$m[a`m| H$mo BgHo$ {bE Zm_m§{H$V H$aVm h¡&
BZ_| go EH$ M¡`a_oZ hmoVm h¡ Am¡a Xygam H$moB©
AÝ` gXñ`& Bg H$mC§{gb H$m g§MmbZ H«$_e:
gXñ`(bmB\$) Ed§ gXñ`(Zm°Z-bmB\$) Ho$ Ûmam
{H$`m OmVm h¡&
`o H$mC§{gb Š`m H$aVr h¡?
EŠQ> bmB\$ B§í`moa|g Ed§ OZab B§í`moa|g Ho$
{bE {ZåZ J{V{d{Y`m± Cëbo{IV H$aVm h¡:

_moQ>a dmhZ EŠQ>,
gbmh XoZm&

3.

\$m`a Q¡>[a\$ _| AmgmZ Omo{I_ H$m nwZ:
àr{_`_ {ZYm©aU&

4.

{ZOr ~r_mH$Vm©Am| Ûmam gmobm{Q>`_ \§$S> _|
ghm`Vm XoZm&

dV©_mZ g_` _| bmB\$ B§í`moa|g H$mC§{gb Zo
AnZo H$m`©H$bmnm| H$mo {ZåZ {Xem Xr h¡:
H$. BgZo AnZo g{Mdmb` Ho $ {bE EH$
_hmg{Md H$s {Z`wpŠV H$s h¡& Eogm ñd`§ H$mo
ñd-{d{Z`{_V g§JR>Z Ho$ én _| AmJo bmZo
H$s {Xem Ho$ {bE h¡&

`h ~r_mH$Vm© H$mo ghm`Vm Ed§
gbmh àXmZ H$ao Vm{H$ ~mOma H$mo ghr
VarHo$ go g§Mm{bV {H$`m Om gHo$ Ed§
gmW hr ~r_mYmaH$m| Ho$ {hVm| H$s ^r
gwajm gw{Z{üV {H$`m Om gHo$&

J. _moQ>m©{bQ>r Ed§ _mo{~©{S>Q>r ã`yamo H$s ñWmnZm
Ho$ {bE H$X_ CR>mE JE h¢&

2.

~r_mH$Vm©Am| Ho$ IMm] H$mo {Z`§{ÌV H$aZo Ho$
{bE àm{YH$aU H$mo gbmh Xo&

do Bí`y Omo OZab B§í`moa|g H$mC§{gb Ûmam
hmb _| {bE JE h¢, {ZåZ h¢:

3.

`{X H$moB© ~r_mH$Vm© ~r_mYmaH$m| Ho$ {hVm|

1.

_| gwYma Ho$ {bE

amï´> Ho$ nao XoIZm
1.

H$mC§{gb Ûmam AnZo H$m`©H$bmnm| H$mo ~‹T>mZo
Ho$ {bE H$m\$s g§^mdZmE§ h¢& CXmhaU Ho$
{bE B§í`moa|g H$mC§{gb Am°\$ AmñQ´>o {b`m Zo
{ZåZ H$X_ CR>mE h¢:
H$. OZab B§í`moa| goŠQ>a H$mo gaH$ma Ed§
g_mO Ho$ {bE à{V{Z{YËd H$aZm&
I. gXñ`m| H$m Kaobw Ed§ A§Vam©ï>r` _m_bm|
_| {hV H$m à{V{Z{YËd H$aZm&
J. J«mhH$m| Ed§ g_mO H$s OéaVm| H$mo nyam
H$aZo Ho$ {bE ~r_m CÚmoJ H$mo ghm`Vm
àXmZ H$aZm&

K. EH$ Z`m {~OZog H$mS©> V¡`ma {H$`m J`m h¡
Vm{H$ _m{gH$ {~OZog H$s ghr OmZH$mar
àmá H$s Om gHo$&

EH$ ^yH§$n nyb Ho$ {Z_m©U Ho$ {bE MMm©&

1988

H$mC§{gb H$s gbmhm| H$mo Ü`mZ _| aIVo hþE,
àm{YH$aU Zo CÎma-nydu amÁ`m| _| àr{_`_ Ho$
^wJVmZ _| gpãgS>r XoZo go g§~§{YV _wÔm| H$mo {b`m
h¡ VWm gmW hr hb {~OZog Ho$ {bE JdZ©_|Q>
dma ñH$s_ _| {ZOr ~r_mH$Vm©Am| Ho$ em{_b hmoZo
H$mo ^r {b`m h¡&

I. {~H«$s Ho$ {bE ~«mCMa _| J«mhH$m| H$mo g^r
àH$ma Ho$ _mZX§S> ~VmE OmVo h¢ O¡go- ã`mO
Xa Ed§ CZHo$ {Zdoe na CÝh| {H$VZm [aQ>Z©
{_boJm&

Bggo `h Cå_rX H$s OmVr h¡ {H$ `h
~r_mH$Vm© H$mo ghm`Vm Ed§ gbmh àXmZ H$ao
Vm{H$ ~mOma H$mo ghr VarHo$ go g§Mm{bV
{H$`m Om gHo$ Ed§ gmW hr ~r_mYmaH$m| Ho$
{hVm| H$s ^r gwajm gw{Z{üV {H$`m Om gHo$&

1.

2.

K. CÚmoJ H$s N>{d H$mo ~‹T>mZm&
‹

S>. bmoJm| _| ~r_m Ho$ à{V OmJéH$Vm n¡Xm
H$aZm&
M. ~r_m goŠQ>a _| godm ñVa H$m {dH$mg
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ñd-{d{Z`m_Z

H$aZm VWm gmW hr ñd-{d{Z`m_Z H$mo
~‹T>mdm XoZm&
N>. ~r_m godm Ho$ {bE {ZOr joÌ H$mo ~‹T>mdm
XoZm&
O. AmB©grE {Z`_m| H$mo {H«$`m{ÝdV H$aZm&
`h g§ñWm AnZo gXñ`m| H$m à{V{Z{YËd H$aVr
h¡, {d{^ÝZ _m_bm| H$mo g§^mbVr h¡ VWm gaH$ma
Ed§ Am_ OZVm Ho$ _Ü` ~r_m CÚmoJ H$s N>{d
H$mo ~‹T>mVr h¡& Bgr àH$ma OmnmZ _| OZab
B§í`moa|g Egmo{gEeZ Am°\$ OmnmZ H$s ñWmnZm
H$s JB© h¡, {OgHo$ 23 gXñ` h¢& Bg H$mC§{gb Ho$
_w»` H$m`©H$bmn {ZåZ h¢:
1.

J¡a OrdZ ~r_m Ho$ à{V bmoJm| _| g_P n¡Xm
H$aZm VWm gmW hr Am_ OZVm VH$ BgHo$
~mao _| gyMZm àOmZ H$aZm&

2.

gXñ` H§$n{Z`m| Ho$ {bE H$moS> Am°\$ H§$S>ŠQ>
V¡`ma H$aZm, J¡a OrdZ ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$mo
_O~yVr àXmZ H$aZm&

3.

Q¡>Šg [a\$m°_© _m_bm| Ho$ àñVwVrH$aU _|§ J¡a
OrdZ ~r_m H§$n{Z`m| H$m à{V{Z{YËd H$aZm
VWm gmW hr ~r_m à~§YZ Ho$ {bE AnZr
gbmh XoZm&
4 . ~r_m ~mS> H$mo amoH$Zm&
Bgr àH$ma OmnmZ _| EH$ AbJ go bmB\$
B§í`moa|g Egmo{gEeZ ^r h¡&

34

{bE EH$ amoS>_no V¡`ma {H$`m J`m h¡ Vm{H$ `o XmoZmo
H$mC§{gb ñd-{d{Z`m{_V g§JR>Z H$s ^m±{V H$m`©
H$a gHo$& BgHo$ A§VJ©V EŠeZ ßbmZ {ZåZ h¡:
1.

H$mC§{gb H$s ñdV§ÌVm - H$mC§{gb H$m
EH$ AbJ go g{Mdmb` hmo Z m Mm{hE
{OgH$m à_wI EH$ _hmg{Md hmo VWm gmW
hr M`{ZV gXñ`m| _| go EH$ H$mo AÜ`j Ho$
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~mOma g§MmbZ

Am_ AÀN>mB©
-~r_m H$m àr{_`_ Ed§ bm^ Ho$ nao àjrnU> H$aZm&
Ho$. {ZË` H$ë`mUr H$hVr h¢ {H$ {dH$mg H$m`© go g^r H$mo \$m`Xm hmoVm h¡, naÝVw `h A{YH$ à^mdr hmoVm h¡
`{X ~mOma H$s ^mJrXmar Ho$ gmY Bgo {d{Z`m_H$ Ûmam {H$`m OmE&
{H$gr Z {H$gr H$mo dh H$m`© H$aZm h¡, {Ogo g^r
go H$aZo H$s Cå_rX H$s OmVr h¡ , naÝVw
dmñV{dH$Vm _| H$moB© ^r `h H$m`© Zht H$aVm h¡&
`{X dh EH$ CXma {Xb H$m h¡, g^r Va\$ XoIVm
h¡, J¡a-ì`mdgm{`H$ h¡, `h ^r {dH$mg H$mo Xem©Zo
H$m JbV VarH$m Zht h¡& O~ `h CËnmXm| Ho$
\¡$eqZJ go g§~§{YV Zht h¡, `h CZHo$ ~oMZo Ho$
{bE ^r Zht h¡, VWm Bggo {H$gr àH$ma H$m
bm^ ^r àmá Zht hmoJm, naÝVw `h {H$gr g_`
BZ g^r {~ÝXwAm| H$mo B§{JV H$aVm h¡, Vmo `h
{dH$mg Ho$ ~mao _| h¡&
`h CÚmoJ Ho$ {bE A§VgªaMZm H$m {Z_m©U H$aZm
hmo gH$Vm h¡ - e¡j{UH$ Ed§ ñd-{d{Z`{_V
g§ñWmZ- `h g^r eo`aYmaH$m| Ho$ {hVm| Ho$ {bE
hmo gH$Vm h¡& `h d¥{Ô Ed§ {dH$mg H$mo XoI gH$Vm
h¡ VWm gmW hr `h gw{Z{üV H$a gH$Vm h¡ {H$
Bg {dH$mg H$m bm^ g^r bmoJm| H$mo g_mZ én go
{_bo&

{\$a _Ü`ñWm| H$m Bí`y gm_Zo AmVm h¡& CZHo$
{bE ~mOma g§MmbZ {H$g àH$ma go V¡`ma {H$`m
OmE& BgHo$ {bE EH$ g{_{V H$m JR>Z {H$`m J`m&
Hw$N> n[adV©Z ^r {H$E JE VWm H$B© AÝ` _wÔo ^r
OëX hr gwbPm {bE OmE§Jm|&
AÝ` H$m`© Omo àm{YH$aU Ûmam ~r_m CÚmoJ
Ho$ {dH$mg Ho$ {bE {H$`m Om ahm h¡, dh h¡ gaH$ma
Ho$ g_j àmW{_H$Vm& `h XoIm J`m h¡ {H$ ñdmñW`
~r_m AmO ~mOma _| H$m\$s _m§J H$m`_ H$a MwH$m
h¡ , naÝVw ~r_mH$Vm© Bg Amo a Á`mXm é{M
Zht {XIm aho h¢& Š`m|{H$ Bg {~OZog _| ZwH$gmZ
^r hmo gH$Vm h¡& AmB©AmaS>rE Ho$ d[HªJ J«wn Zo
ñdmñW` ~r_m nmoQ©>\$mo{b`mo Ho$ {dH$mg Ho$ {bE
H$X_ CR>mE h¢ VWm BgHo$ {bE {deof S>mQ>m V¡`ma
{H$`m Om ahm h¡&

EH$ AÝ` à_wI H$m`© Omo AmB©AmaS>rE Ûmam àma§^
{H$`m Om ahm h¡, dh h¡ {d{^ÝZ eo`aYmaH$m| Ho$
_Ü` ñd-{d{Z`m_Z H$mo ~‹T>mdm XoZm& Ohm±
~r_mH$Vm©Am| Ho$ {bE `h nhbo go hr gw{Z{üV h¡
- B§í`moa|g H$mnm© oaoeZ Ho$ én _|- VWm _Ü`ñW §
Ho$ {bE bmB©\$ Ed§ OZab B§í`moa|g H$mC§{gb Ho$
én _|- CÎmaXm`r ~mOma g§MmbZ Ho$ {bE `h
H$m\$s Amdí`H$ h¡& ì`pŠVJV Ed§ H$mnm© oaoQ> EO|Q>
Ho$ {bE H$m°S> Am°\$ H§$S>ŠQ> H$s ^r Amdí`H$Vm h¡
VWm Bgo EH$ {deof mo_ àXmZ {H$`m J`m h¡&
~r_mH$Vm©Am| Ho$ _m_bo _| àm{YH$aU Zo ñd{d{Z`m{_V g§JR>Z Ho$ JR>Z na Omoa {X`m h¡, Omo
BZHo$ {bE ~mOma g§MmbZ {Z`_ V¡`ma H$aoJm
VWm gmW hr ~r_m CÚmoJ H$mo ^r Bggo H$m\$s
~‹T>mdm {_boJm&

AmB©AmaS>rE H$s {dH$mg Zr{V AnZm én bo ahr
h¡ VWm gmW hr ~r_m CÚmoJ BgH$m bm^ CR>m
ahm h¡& {nN>bo XeH$m| _| ~r_m CÚmoJ {Za§Va
{dH$mg H$s Amoa AJ«ga h¡ Am¡a BgH$m ^{dî`
H$m\$s gw{Z{üV h¡& CXmarH$aU Ho$ nümV {ZOr
~r_m H§$n{Z`m§ ApñVËd _| AmB© Am¡a Bggo ~mOma
_| à{V`mo{JVm AmB©, {Oggo ha ~r_m H§$n{Z`m§
J«mhH$m| H$mo ~ohVarZ gw{dYmE± _wh¡`m H$amZo Ho$
{bE OwQ>r hþB© h¡& à{YH$aU ~mOma _| _m¡OwX
g_ñ`mAm| Ho$ {ZXmZ Ho$ {bE H$X_ CR>m ahm h¡,
Vm{H$ Am_ OZVm H$m ~r_m CÚmoJ na {dœmg
H$m`_ {H$`m Om gHo$&
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Value Management in Insurance Companies
Michael Köhler, Pascale Güllner, Michael Knoll and Stefan Zumsteg compare and
assess existing approaches in value management in insurance companies and
provide an idea of future best practices.

What applies to all companies applies
to insurance companies, too – value is
created when the company can achieve,
in the long run, a higher return on capital
than it needs to pay out in capital costs
to suitably compensate its capital
providers.
However, special conditions apply
to value management in insurance
companies, as these are subject to
tension between solvency and the
demand for returns. On the one hand,
insurers must comply with regulations
intended to protect creditors from
company insolvency. This demands
that insurers maintain certain liability
or risk capital. On the other hand,
insurers are also confronted with
their capital providers’ demands for
returns – the capital providers require
rates of interest on their capital
adequate for the level of risk. To this
extent, demands by rating agencies
should also be taken into account.
For the insurance industry, this
means thinking about value creation
and developing an understanding of how
value is created and against what
figures it should be measured.
The article seeks to examine the
reasons for and benefits of valueoriented management for the insurance
industry and, in the second stage, look
at and evaluate the existing approaches
to value-oriented management for
insurance companies. Finally, we look
at the future to assess the opportunities
and dangers of value-oriented
management in the insurance sector.
Reasons
for
value-oriented
management
With the deregulation of the
insurance markets, direct insurers have
been faced with more intensive
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competition, both in terms of
distribution and in obtaining capital.
The competition to gain market share
leads to over-capacity in the market. As
a result, prices for risk coverage no longer
stand up in relation to the risks
incurred. Increased expenditure on
claims leads to chronic underwriting
losses in the insurers’ financial results;
it was possible to cover these in good
times by investment revenues and
recently by releasing hidden reserves
from the past. Now, faced with persistent

Thanks to stiff competition,
over-capacity in the market
and persistent low interest
rates, insurers are forced to
create value using their
core business. Insurers are
also becoming increasingly
aware of the importance of
capital and its scarcity.
low interest rates, insurers are once
again forced to create value using their
core business.
In addition, insurers are becoming
increasingly aware of the importance of
capital and its scarcity. Competition in
obtaining capital has increased both
within and outside insurance companies,
and investors are therefore demanding
higher returns, according to the risk
exposure, on their capital.
To survive in the harsh competition
for customers and capital, the focus
must be on business activities that
create value. This means that insurers
must manage their companies in a valueoriented manner.

Value generation in the insurance
industry
A precondition for value-generating
company management, however, is the
presence of an adequate concept of
value. As, at the present moment, such
a concept is by no means either clear or
uncontroversial, we will here describe
the concepts of value being applied at
this time. The concepts of value all have
in common the fact that three
influencing factors are used to
determine them: underwriting result,
investment result and capital costs.
Today the view is becoming more
prevalent that insurance companies
essentially create value by profitable
new
business
and
efficient
management of capital costs, with
management of investments being only
second in priority. This view may be
illustrated by a theoretical exercise
comparing an insurance company with
an investment fund:
An insurance company may be
interpreted as an investment fund
financed by outside capital; its capital
does not originate from the capital
markets, but from the sale of
insurance policies. Insurers invest the
premiums received in the capital market
until they are to be paid out in the case of
a claim.
When investing their capital, insurers
have a competitive disadvantage
compared with investment funds, both
in respect of company supervisory
legislation and tax legislation. Insurers
cannot freely invest their capital, but are
subject to company supervisory
legislation conditions regulating the type
of investment and minimum capital. In
addition, compared with an investment
fund, investors of an insurance company
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are doubly taxed – on the one hand at the
insurance company’s pre-tax profit level
and on the other at the investor’s dividend
income level. An insurance company
therefore has a more difficult task in
creating value in its investment activity.
In obtaining funds, on the other hand,
insurers have a competitive advantage
in that they are able to take up their
funds from the insurance market, which
is less transparent and subject to
control compared with the capital
market. The inefficiencies of the
insurance market enable the insurers,
in principle, to sell insurance policies at
prices that are above their costs of
production. By this means they
create value. The insurance companies
are able to exploit this competitive
advantage because they are in a position
to pool cover for risks in a more costfavourable manner than alternative
pooling agreements. Insurance policy
purchasers are therefore prepared to pay
an extra charge.
This extra charge, or franchise value,
reflects the cash value of the future value
creation expected by the investors.
The value drivers of insurance
companies, therefore, lie in their
capacity for maximising the franchise
value. This means that profitable new
business, i.e. new business in excess of
production costs, represents an
important value driver.
Value is further driven by the
management of capital costs. Insurance
company shareholders, in addition to a
risk-adequate return on their
investment,
also
demand
a
reimbursement of costs arising from the
insurance-specific
competitive
disadvantages. These are the result of
so-called friction costs, which in essence
consist of compensation for the lack of
transparency and control in the
insurance market compared with the
capital market, of supervisory
restrictions and of double taxation at
the investor level.

Insurance companies create value
if their returns exceed the capital
costs of an investment fund (taking
outside financing into account) plus the
friction costs.
Existing value concepts
Various instruments are available
for value-oriented management. These
include embedded value, fair value and
risk-adjusted capital (RAC), as
described in Figure - 1.
Embedded Value
Embedded value is particularly
widespread in the life insurance
area. This value concept, when used

When investing their
capital, insurers have a
competitive disadvantage
compared with investment
funds, both in respect of
company supervisory
legislation and tax
legislation. Creating value
in investment activities is
therefore more difficult.

to manage business, takes into account
not only a single annual period, but
the whole period of validity of
the individual insurance contracts.
It is based on statutory accounting
Approach
Embedded value

systems. Embedded value is made up of
the sum of:


Adjusted net asset value;



Cost of capital; and



Present value of future profit.

The adjustments in the ‘adjusted net
asset value’ in essence represent taking
hidden reserves on the asset side into
account.
In this model, capital costs are
created by the need to have capital
available within the framework of the
solvency regulations for which the
market return expected by the
shareholder cannot be achieved. The
difference between this market return
and risk-free interest determines the
annual capital costs. If these annual
costs are discounted, the result is the
so-called ‘cost of capital’ as a cash value.
’Present value of future profit’ is the
cash value of expected future profits of
the insurance company’s existing
business. Here, too, the annual statutory
profits are estimated on a policy basis
and discounted. The discount rate is
frequently calculated using the ‘capital
asset pricing model,’ which measures
the insurance industry’s risk premium
against risk-free investment.
’Present value of future profit’ minus
‘cost of capital’ may also be seen as a
correction of the generally carefully
calculated
technical
reserves
(mathematical reserves). If this

FIGURE 1 - Existing approaches for value-oriented management
Targeting and function
Adjustment of statutory evidenced capital by paying out hidden reserves in the
assets and liabilities and taking into account the profits or losses to be expected in future from
the existing portfolio and the capital costs. The value contribution can be measured as a
relative change to the equity approximated in this way.

Fair value

Equity is determined based on the difference between market value of the assets and market
or ‘fair value’ of the liabilities. The value contribution is measured based on the relative
changes to the equity determined according to the principles of a ‘true and fair view’.

Risk-adjusted capital

The equity requirement is determined based on risk considerations such as the
risk of liquidation or the investment risk. The value contribution may be
measured by a risk-adjusted return, in which profit is compared with the costs of the linked risk capital.

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers
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difference is deducted from the statutory
reserves, the result is a reserve
requirement that is sufficient to cover
the liabilities arising from the
insurance contracts. Taken together
with the ‘adjusted net asset value’, the
‘embedded value’ can therefore be
interpreted as an approximation of the
‘true equity’. If success is measured as a
relative change to embedded value, this
results in company control by changes
to the equity. This ‘embedded value’
based equity control is also known as
control according to ‘return on capital
employed’ (ROCE).
Fair Value
’Fair Value’ is understood as an
evaluation close to the market. The fair
value principle also is, in the end, about
determining the value of equity. The
difference is that in ‘fair value’ equity is
determined differently from embedded
value. Instead of being estimated
directly, equity according to the fair
value principle is defined as the
difference between market value of the
assets and market or fair value of the
liabilities. Here, too, management
consists of measures to increase equity,
or rather the returns on it, and success
is measured as relative changes to the
equity. Fair value evaluation may be
applied both in the life and non-life
insurance sectors.
RAC
‘Risk-adjusted capital’ (RAC) is a type
of equity and is, in principle, defined as
the amount that would, with a high
degree of probability, be sufficient to
meet all liabilities arising from signed
insurance contracts. The range of
variations is very wide, both with regard
to naming and to methodology in detail.
The time element in particular must not
be disregarded: in non-life insurance
business, the risk generally ends not
with the expiry of insurance cover, but
with the settlement of all claims that
have arisen. Risk capital can also be
assigned to capital investment
activities, often with a ‘value at risk’
approach. This is of great importance
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for life insurance, because the risks of
capital investment often exceed the
underwriting risks.
An adequately determined riskadjusted capital is therefore a suitable
foundation
for
value-oriented
management. If, for example, the profit
(on a net present value basis, including
claims in non-life insurance) is divided
by the risk capital, the result is the
return on risk-adjusted capital
(RoRAC). The use of such figures within
an insurance group should lead to highrisk business necessarily giving a
greater return, and to capital in the first
place being made available to
transactions with the best risk-return
relationship. In addition, the risk capital

The embedded value
approach has the
advantage of being
comparatively widespread
among life insurance
companies and that largely
uniform standards apply
regarding the method of
calculation; there is also a
corresponding level of
experience.
provides the information as to whether
the available equity is sufficient to meet
the liabilities undertaken, taking the
risk into consideration.
Evaluation of various approaches
The embedded value approach has
the advantage of being comparatively
widespread among life insurance
companies and that largely uniform
standards apply regarding the method
of calculation; there is also a
corresponding level of experience. The
disadvantage of the embedded value
concept lies in the fact that it is
primarily designed to deal with existing
policies and allows for hardly any

conclusions to be drawn regarding the
profitability of individual products.
This applies particularly because,
as a rule, the allocation of capital
investments and the future capital
income calculated on this basis take
hardly any account of investment
opportunities in the concluding year in
question. This gives a false impression,
in particular of the profitability of
products compared with single
premium policies. In addition, the
problem of the alignment of the
necessary regulatory capital with the
discount rate is by no means solved.
The fair value approach does not
have these problems as part of the
concept because it is strictly based on
market values and therefore evaluates
liabilities also in market terms. As the
profits or losses become due in essence
at the time of sale, this principle
represents inherent profit testing and
for this reason enables value-oriented
control at product level.
The disadvantage of this concept is
that hardly any experience of using it is
currently
available
and
implementation is complex if only
because reference throughout is not
made to statutory data, but to
estimated future cash flow forecasts.
Lastly, the application of the fair value
model to major products, in particular
the classic capital-forming products
with profit participation, has not as yet
been finally clarified.
In the fair value approach there are
also no explicit risk estimates. It may
be argued that the risk capital costs
are included in the market value of the
liabilities. However, the essential
condition of the existence of such a
market price is by no means always
met. Given that in non-life insurance:
 The volatile nature of settlement
and the risks connected with it are
of central importance; and
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 Efforts tend more towards the
separation of investment and
underwriting income.
The route taken here is via riskadjusted capital.
For the RAC approach, on the other
hand, methodological difficulties and
also the expense of calculation and
accounting must not be underestimated.
Even today there is no generally
acknowledged procedure for calculating
risk
capital.
Modelling
the
interdependency of stock exchange rates,
natural events and ‘man-made’
catastrophes is a hard nut to crack, and
not only since September 11. Risk
capital varies enormously according to
the assumptions made. This means that
the use of this method can itself become
a risk: mistaken decisions can be caused
by faulty models.
RAC and similar measurement
values are hard for laypersons to
understand due to their complexity and
limited comparability. Nevertheless,
this is a reasonable approach and may
in the end develop into an important
element of value-oriented management
in the insurance industry.
Benefits and areas of application
It has been stated that valueoriented management is a condition for
an analysis of internal value creation
processes and value drivers. Value
orientation helps in the clearer
recognition of competitive advantages
(see Figure 2 below).
In addition, orientation based on a
scale of value offers a foundation for

decisions on strategy and for allocation
of capital to those areas of business
that provide the best value contribution.
It is therefore possible to provide
better quantitative support for
decisions regarding assignment of
capital for financing the internal or
external growth of an area of business
or withdrawing from one.
The value-oriented management
approach may, finally, be linked with
management incentive programmes.
This allows a consistent system of
incentives to be built up which will

For the Risk Adjusted
Capital approach
methodological difficulties
and the expense of
calculation and accounting
must not be
underestimated. Even
today there is no generally
acknowledged procedure for
calculating risk capital.

harmonise the interests of capital
providers and management with regard
to the objective of creating value.
For example, success-dependent
remuneration could be linked to a target
return on a risk-adjusted equity value.
Such a remuneration concept oriented
towards value creation may be applied
not only in top management but also,
for example, in sales. It is important

FIGURE 2 - Opportunities for the application of value-oriented management
Area of application
Targeting and function
Strategy development

Recognition of value drivers and competitive advantages

Strategic planning and control

Foundation for capital allocation decisions

Company

Foundation for decisions on internal or external growth, exit and make or buy decisions

Management incentive
programmes

Coherent incentive system as a foundation for variable management remuneration

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers

here that the scale of value is
transparent and accepted as fair.
A peek into the future
As the basic philosophy of the fair
value approach is very close to that of
the embedded value concept,
development of embedded value along
the lines of fair value measurement can
certainly be envisaged. As on the other
hand measurement of profitability at
product level is essential for valueoriented management of business,
it would seem that at least in theory
the fair value concept is more
promising for the future. Profitability
at product level is inherent within it.
Risk capital related figures also have
their place within the fair value
approach, for instance in the evaluation
of risk capital costs if market prices are
lacking. In addition, the risk capital
approach provides a test for the
sufficiency of equity.
Finally, the shareholders’ return
expectations determine the capital
costs, and the return is dependent on
risks. Only by setting out the risk capital
figures is it possible to show whether
the return as required by the
shareholders is in a fair ratio to the risk.
Because value-oriented approaches
not only create increased transparency
for the investor, but also allow
management to manage the insurance
transactions more efficiently, it is likely
that the application of these approaches
will increase.
The
authors
work
with
PricewaterhouseCoopers in the
following capacities: Michael Köhler
is Director - Leader Actuarial Services,
Pascale Güllner is Assistant Manager Corporate Finance, Zurich Michael
Knoll is Director - Corporate Finance
and Stefan Zumsteg is Senior Manager
- Actuarial Services, all based in Zurich.
(Article reproduced with permission).
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Report Card:GENERAL
January growth at 18.5%*
G. V. Rao
For the first time since the IRDA
Journal began reporting on the non-life
industry premium performance on a
monthly basis, it has had to go to the
press furnishing an incomplete picture
of the statistical information, this owing
to the failure of New India and National
to submit their premium statistics*.
These two insurers had lost momentum
slightly in their premium accretion in
December 2004; and market watchers
were keen to find out if January 2005
was going to be a better month for them.
Now they have to wait a month longer to
know how these two majors have
performed in January 2005.
How does the January 2005
performance measure up despite this
serious drawback?

Performance for the month January
2005
The industry premium grew (minus
New India and National) by Rs. 136
crore to reach Rs. 869 crore (18.5 per
cent). The new players alone grew by Rs.
132 crore (61 per cent) to reach Rs. 347
crore and the three established players,
including ECGC, grew by Rs. four crore
(one per cent). to reach Rs. 521 crore.
United India has recorded a fall of
Rs. six crore in its monthly renewals, a
persistent feature in the last few
months. This has pushed it to occupy
the fourth rank among the established
players. Oriental, the only other player
that has furnished the January monthly
data has recorded Rs. 11 crore increase

(five per cent). ECGC has retained its
renewals.
The new players have continued with
their established pattern of high growth
rate of 61 per cent. ICICI and Bajaj, as
usual, are the two star players here, with
an accretion of Rs. 49 crore and Rs. 46
crore respectively. The next ranked
player IFFCO has recorded an accretion
of Rs. 19 crore. These three players have
contributed 86 per cent to the overall
accretion of Rs. 132 crore. The rest of
the private players have reasonably
done well but the accretion of each is in
single digits.
Had the premium performance data
had come in from New India and
National, would it have made any

GROSS DIRECT PREMIUM (within India) JANUARY, 2005
(Rs.in lakhs)

INSURER

PREMIUM 2004-05
FOR
UPTO
JAN ’05
JAN ’05

Royal Sundaram

3,000.00

27,000.00

2,463.00

21,133.00

27.76

Tata AIG

3,715.69

38,637.85

3,146.82

30,049.40

28.58

956.65

14,663.73

821.71

14,521.74

0.98

4,719.68

40,378.05

2,837.23

26,532.34

52.18

10,321.66

75,213.90

5,358.20

40,362.63

86.35

Bajaj Allianz

9,254.31

70,161.92

4,745.03

38,502.49

82.23

HDFC Chubb

1,455.10

14,297.95

1,244.26

8,393.92

70.34

Cholamandalam

1,321.39

14,505.40

900.33

7,645.05

89.74

New India *

31,117.00

3,22,949.00

National *

31,318.00

2,83,911.00

Reliance General
IFFCO-Tokio
ICICI Lombard

PREMIUM 2003-04
FOR
UPTO
JAN ’04
JAN ’04

GROWTH OVER THE
CORRESPONDING PERIOD OF
PREVIOUS YEAR

United India

22,595.00

2,47,362.00

23,270.00

2,56,420.00

-3.53

Oriental

25,142.00

2,56,503.00

24,003.00

2,36,864.00

8.29

4,385.81

41,414.62

4,477.50

35,501.55

16.66

86,867.29

8,40,138.42

1,35,702.08

13,22,786.12

ECGC
TOTAL

* The current year’s business numbers have not been furnished by the two insurers. The insurers have been asked
to explain reasons for non-submission.
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significant difference to the monthly
growth of the industry? It is interesting
to speculate. With their monthly renewal
premiums base being large, achieving a
meaningful monthly growth rate to push
the growth rate of established players,
as a whole, would have been a difficult
proposition. But who can tell?
Performance up to the month of
January 2005
The industry’s premium up to the
month, barring that of New India and
National for both the years for correct
comparison, was Rs. 8,401 crore with an
accretion of Rs. 1,242 crore (17 per cent).
The private players have contributed Rs.
1,077 crore and the three established
players, including ECGC, have
contributed Rs. 165 crore (3.12 per cent).
United India’s premium is down by Rs.
90 crore to Rs. 2,474 crore and Oriental
is up by Rs. 196 crore (8.3 per cent).
ECGC is up by 16.6 per cent.
ICICI with an accretion of Rs. 349
crore (87 per cent) leads the private

LICENSED BROKERS
Rahul Daga
Rest Assured Insurance Broking Pvt. Ltd.
102, Century Arcade, Narangi Baug Road,
Near Boat Club Road,
Pune-411001
Ph: (020)30912233
Hemang D. Jhangla
Havmore Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
A/29, Nand Dham Industrial Estate,
Agni Shamak Dal Road, Marol,
Andheri(East), Mumbai-400 059
Ph: (022)28504300
Madan Lal Malhotra
Apoorva Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
305, Anukampa-I, Lane Opp. Raymond's
Show Room, M.I. Road,
Jaipur-302 001
Ph: (0141)3940003 Direct

player brigade. Close on its heels is Bajaj
with an accretion of Rs. 316 crore
(82 per cent). IFFCO with an accretion
of Rs. 139 crore (52 per cent) follows
the established pattern. Tata AIG
has an accretion of Rs. 86 crore
(29 per cent). Royal, HDFC Chubb and
Cholamandalam have accretions of
around Rs. 60 crore each. Reliance has a
small accretion of Rs. two crore.
Outlook
The established players have their
task cut out in enhancing their premium
earning capabilities. With United India
under pressure to reverse the persistent
negative growth trends and Oriental
showing a very moderate growth, the
burden of leading the established
players to a higher growth rate is cast
heavily on the two industry giants, New
India and National, to spearhead the
growth rates. If their performances too
turn out to be of a moderate range, the
clear winners in the competitive game
are the private players, who seem to
have devised a well-oiled formula for

R.M.Guha Biswas
Sonnen Ins. Broking Servies Pvt. Ltd.
M-64, 1st Floor, Saket, New Delhi-110017
(011)51764074
Rajiv Singhal
Trinity Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
B-99, Sector-5,
NOIDA-201 301
Ph: (0120)2420499
N. Jaisal
Dynamic Ins. Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
Mourya House, 2nd Floor, Suite 2D,
48, Gariahat Road,
Kolkata-700019
Ph: (033)24618661
Vijayakumar Madhira
Karvy Ins. Broking Pvt. Ltd.
“Karvy House, 46, Avenue-4, Street No.
1, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad-500 034.
Ph: (040)23312454

success. They seem almost unstoppable
at the moment.
The private players have clearsighted goals to pursue. With brokers
likely to gain a slightly upper hand in
winning corporate Fire and Engineering
renewal accounts from April next, the
prospects for the established players to
retain their renewal, accounts will be a
little more difficult. With pressures of
competition from private players
mounting and the independent
distribution channels joining the
competitive queue, the new leadership
of the established players couldn’t have
expected more testing times. But then,
new leaders always come in with more
purposeful vision and ideas. Hopefully,
their time has arrived now to change the
fortunes of the established players.

The author is retired CMD, The Oriental
Insurance Company Ltd.

S.K. Bhattacharya
DSP Ins. Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
301-302 B, APRA Plaza, Road No. 44,
Pitampura Community Centre, Pitampura,
Delhi-110034
Ph: (011)27033907
Rajesh Jain
SRG Ins. Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
430, S.M. Lodha Complex,
Udaipur-313 001
Ph: (0294)2412609
Ajit Singh Dhingra
Prudent Ins. Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
217, Prabhadevi Estate, V.S. Marg,
Mumbai-400025
Ph: (022)24314851
K.S. Bhalla
Advance India Ins. Services Ltd.
14 Grand Mall, Ground Floor, Near BMC Chowk,
G.T. Road, Jalandhar-144001
Ph: (0181)5000002
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SPREAD
THE
WORD...
The above advertisement is issued by IRDA in the public interest.
Those wishing to publish it for spreading consumer awareness of insurance
may use this artwork for reproduction.
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NEWS BRIEFS

Managerial autonomy for general insurers
Following the announcement of a package of managerial
autonomy for public sector banks, it is reported that the Union Finance
Ministry plans to dismantle the uniformity in wage negotiations for
the four public sector general insurance companies. The ministry is
understood to be in its talks with the General Insurers’ Public Sector
Association of India.
Once the package is cleared, any decision taken by one of
the four companies will not be binding on the other three – employees
of one state insurance company may not necessarily get the same
hike as their counterparts in others. “The trend is quite clear now. The
finance ministry wants to begin addressing the autonomy issue
from the most sensitive aspect — labour,” an industry observer is
reported to have said.
LIC is also expected to get some level of managerial autonomy,

though this would involve amendment to the LIC Act, senior executives
were quoted as saying.
Sections 48 and 49 outline the Government’s powers to decide
the terms and conditions of employment, both in terms of employees
and insurance agents. This is proposed to be modified.
Under the Insurance Act 1938, individual insurance companies
are permitted to decide wage revision separately, without it being
binding on all. The wage revision of the four state-owned general
insurance companies is due since August 2002.
Executives of New India Assurance Company, one of the four
general insurance outfits, said the management had offered a hike
of 8.5 per cent, which would add about Rs. 84 crore monthly to the
wage bill for the four companies. State insurance company
employees, however, have rejected the offer. The trade unions want
a much higher salary hike.

Regulate us, say financial planners
The Association of Financial Planners has approached the
Finance Ministry with a proposal to establish a self-regulatory
organisation for advisers, it is reported.
The association has sought an investor-centric framework.
“We are talking to ministry officials on the issue and have presented
certain recommendations for the forthcoming budget for the
industry,” Ranjeet S. Mudholkar is quoted as saying. “There are
regulatory frameworks in developed countries which guide financial
planners. However, in India, financial planning profession is yet to
gain popularity.”
In the evolving financial services market, there are too many
unqualified ‘planners’. “It is important to distinguish between
advising and selling. There should be a minimum certification
standard for a financial planner and a product seller,” he said.
The recommendation also suggests compulsory disclosure of
commissions paid to financial planners, agents or advisers of mutual
funds and insurance, it is reported.
“That way an investor, who subscribes to a product, will be
aware of the commission being charged by his distributor or adviser.
This will lead to greater transparency in the product distribution
process,” said Mudholkar.

The association expects a mandate to act as the self-regulatory
organisation. “We are ready to work closely with the Government
and establish a controlled atmosphere for the functioning of the
financial planners,” he added.
In recent years, a number of countries — developed and
developing — have made attempts to better align their
financial supervisory and regulatory architecture to the changing
landscape. Some have opted for a unified regulator (UK, Japan,
Korea, Canada) or a unified oversight board (South Africa) or a
unified supervision model. These countries’ experiences show that
there is no single ideal structure for financial supervision and
regulation. Issues relevant to supervisors in large countries may not
be as important to smaller nations, where issues such as concentrated
ownership, concentrated wealth and foreign ownership of financial
institutions are more critical.
The proposed ISO standards for personal financial planning,
in addition to regulation and professional designations, may
achieve a more universal approach to what consumers can
expect in the quality of advice and service provided by financial
planners, it is learnt. These standards are likely to be finalised by
November 2005.

SEBI TO SYNC WITH OTHER REGULATORS
Stock market regulator, Securities
and Exchange Board of India (SEBI),
plans to interact more closely with
other regulators, including IRDA, the
Reserve Bank of India, and agencies
like the Enforcement Directorate, the
income tax department and the
Central Bureau of Investigation, it has
been reported.
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A proposed reorganisation at SEBI,
forming a cadre of senior officials
drawn from various industries, will
ensure that the regulator works in
closer tandem with other regulators,
especially the RBI. Too often, the two
regulators (whose areas of jurisdiction
frequently overlap) have been found to
be working at cross purposes with each
other, it is reported.

Insurance sector needs
hike in FDI cap:
Economic Survey
Liberal foreign direct investment
(FDI) policies have been successful
in transforming several segments of
the Indian economy, and there is a
need to enhance FDI caps in other
sectors like insurance, says the
Economic Survey 2004-05.
Released
ahead
of
the
presentation of Budget 2005-06, the
survey calls for greater FDI in sectors
including insurance, coal mining,
real estate and retail trade.
However, the Left parties that
extend support to the ruling
Congress-led United Progressive
Alliance (UPA) coalition are opposed
to the Government’s move to hike
FDI in the insurance sector from the
current 26 per cent to 49 per cent.
“While trade liberalisation,
introduction of greater competition
and liberal foreign investment
policies have succeeded in
transforming several segments of
Indian manufacturing into globally
competitive entities, there exists a
strong case for revisiting the issue
of caps in other sectors,” the survey
said. It said FDI in retail would not
only organise a significant part of
the largely unorganised domestic
retailing, but also invite established
global retail brands into the Indian
market, thereby creating greater
outlets for sourcing and marketing
products.
While net FDI flows increased
only marginally (by around $200
million) during 2003-04, they
increased from $771 million in the
first quarter of 2004-05 to $1.3
billion in the second quarter.
However, the report pointed out
a worrying decline in net FDI flows
since 2002-03 when the country
received $1.8 billion in investment,
much higher compared to the $1.3
billion received during the current
fiscal.
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LEGAL ISSUES IN MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION
Indian business process outsourcing (BPO) companies that
focus on medical transcription may find it hard to capture business
in the $800-million US healthcare market, it has been reported.
Medical transcription is the process where the prescriptions given by
busy doctors in the US are transcribed by call centres in countries like
India to save on transcription costs.
Currently, the healthcare organisations in the US outsource
functions like customer acquisition and imaging services, claims
processing and disease management.
One of the biggest hurdles that BPO companies in India face
is the absence of a law on medical transcription. In the absence of
data protection law, US hospitals and insurance companies are
reluctant to provide work to Indian BPOs. Countries like the Philippines
and Luxembourg, on the other hand, have strong legal frameworks
for medical transcription.
In addition to the domestic laws, the healthcare outsourcing
service providers need to ensure compliance with foreign regulations.
In 1996, the US enacted a Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPPA) and Enactment of Data Protection Act
1978. These Acts not only stipulate the way for standardisation of
the format to maintain health records but also provide penalties for
those misusing the data.
Pawan Duggal, a senior Supreme Court counsel and cyber-law

expert, is quoted as saying: “Indian firms need to ensure compliance
with HIPPA as non-compliance on their part can expose the principal
client company to litigation and penalty in the US. Medical
transcription service providers in India, when contracting with US
clients, also need to fulfil the mandatory requirements of the firstever federal privacy legislation to protect a patient’s medical records.
These standards provide health insurance coverage for workers and
their families when they change or lose their jobs.”
The norms allow patients to see and obtain copies of their
medical records. The authorities have to provide access within 30
days. Notice of privacy practices, covered health plans, doctors and
other healthcare providers must inform patients on how they use the
personal medical information and their rights under the new privacy
regulations. This is not available in India.
While HIPAA and its standards are applicable to health plans,
pharmacies, doctors and other covered entities have to establish
policies and procedures to protect the confidentiality of protected
health information about their patients.
Whenever an Indian vendor provides medical transcription
service to an American hospital or clinic, it needs to inherently protect
the confidential patient information and the data it receives for the
purposes of back-office processing.

VAT A HURDLE TO EUROPEAN INSURANCE OUTSOURCING
European insurance companies outsourcing their back-office
operations to Indian enterprises could face a huge tax liability on
removal of exemption of value-added tax (VAT), it is reported. The
move will negatively impact the insurance business outsourced to
India and the rest of the world, it is reported.
Insurance companies located in the EU are exempted from
paying VAT, as governed by article 13(B)(a) of the Sixth EU Directive.
On January 12, 2005, the advocate general of the European Court
of Justice delivered his opinion regarding the Andersen Case (Arthur
Andersen), which concerns the VAT status of back office activities
provided to Universal Life, an insurance company in the Netherlands.
The advocate general stated that the activities are neither out of
scope of VAT, nor qualify as VAT exempted insurance transactions.
“The removal of the exemption would be a major threat, and
could become applicable for UK insurance companies since the
Netherlands has taken the lead. A VAT of 17.5 per cent in UK, would
result in our losing the margin differential,” Mr. R. K. Ragan, Managing
Director, Prudential Process Management Services (PPMS), is quoted
as saying.
The UK has currently given a fairly wide scope to the VAT
exemption to insurance related services, thereby encouraging the
trend for UK insurers to outsource such services.

Apart from Prudential Plc, players like Aviva have outsourced
operations to India and Standard Life Plc is equally looking at the
option today. Should the European Court of Justice remove the
exemption given to insurance companies today, the sector will be
forced to reconsider their outsourcing business models, as an additional
VAT cost could ruin the business case for outsourcing.
To remove the distortions caused by exemptions in the field of
tax, the European Commission is considering introducing VAT for
financial and insurance services. The services provided to the insurance
company included acceptance of requests for insurance, handling of
requests for amendments to the insurance policies, handling of claims,
termination of insurance policies, calculation and payment of
commissions to insurance agents, design and management of IT
systems.
Prudential is saving 16 million annually following its
outsourcing or as its group chief executive, Mr. Jonathan Bloomer,
said: “it is more an offshore centre for our UK operations”.
According to an international news site, if the exemption is
withdrawn, insurance companies will immediately be concerned
about their current outsourcing contracts.

SC beeps a stern ‘No’
to telemarketers
The telemarketing scenario in India is
set to undergo dramatic changes, following a
Supreme Court notice that such activities
are often a violation of the right to privacy,
and need to be curbed.
Harsh Pathak, a Delhi-based lawyer, sought
the Supreme Court’s intervention through a
PIL, as he was perturbed by frequent unsolicited
calls from telemarketers. The apex court issued
notice to the Centre, Law Ministry, cellular
operators Hutch, Reliance, Idea and Bharti and
multinational banks, including ICICI, Standard
Chartered and HSBC, directing that the right
to privacy be honoured. Though the Constitution
by itself has not identified this right, there are
Supreme Court judgments making it amply clear
that ‘‘right to privacy would certainly include
telephone conversation in the privacy of one’s
home or office,’’ Pathak is quoted as saying.
The petition says the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966,
to which India is a signatory, says no one
shall be subjected to unlawful interference
with his privacy. The Indian Telegraph Act
has a provision — no telephone shall be used
to disturb or irritate any person.
‘‘In USA, they have the Telephone
Consumer Protection Act of 1991 and the
Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse
Prevention Act of 1994,’’ says Pathak. In
addition, they have a ‘Do Not Call’ Register to
help those harassed by unsolicited calls.
The writ petition has also requested the
SC to prohibit telephone companies from
transferring subscriber’s data for commercial
purposes.
This may be regarded as the first step
towards addressing privacy-related issues in
India,’’ said Mr. D. P. S. Seth, a member of
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India,
reacting to the Supreme Court notice.
Preventing unwanted calls for offers on loans,
insurance, bank accounts or credit cards may
be neither easy, nor quick, it has been reported.
Developments in other parts of the world may
serve as a precedent for Indian cellular phone
users. The American ‘Do Not Call’ registry
was inaugurated last June to allow
subscribers to opt out of calling lists. The
lists were operational in October.
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Life insurers set for steady growth
The global market value of the
financial services industry rose 19 per
cent to a record $7.5 trillion in 2004,
according to consulting firm Mercer
Oliver Wyman’s annual State of
the Financial Services Industry
survey. The survey of top industry
executives also revealed that
anticipated growth in 2005 could
outpace the growth of the global
economy by as much as five times.
The report, presented at the
World Economic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland,
has
analysed
shareholder performance and
surveyed chief executives in financial
services, concluding that the global
financial services industry “should
remain on pace to triple in value
between 2003 and 2013.
Mercer Oliver Wyman, an
affiliate of insurance broker Marsh
& McLennan Cos., found in the report
that the financial services industry
saw earnings grow 24 per cent in
2004, despite the potential

dampening effects of interest-rate
uncertainty, a weak US dollar and
doubts over the sustainability of
economic recovery. Sustained growth in
revenue, improved cost-to-income ratios
and strong credit quality contributed to
the industry’s overall market value of
$7.5 trillion, which is equivalent to 24
per cent of global market capitalisation.
According to executives, what stood out
in particular was how well the life
insurance industry was doing. A lot of
demand in the life industry was
observed to have been fostered by the
growing demand for wealth protection
and retirement-savings products.

of insurers in terms of performance,
95 per cent are North American, while
73 per cent of those in the bottom
quartile are European. US life and
health insurers, notably Prudential
Financial Inc. and UnitedHealth
Group Inc., represent nine of the top
20 insurance performers.

The life industry was noted to have
excelled in wrapping its products with
protection elements that differentiate
them from other plans such as mutual
funds, which do not protect against risks
associated with market downturns.

In terms of regional markets,
innovation in life insurance products
is most evident in North America,
where the sophisticated, welldeveloped market drives constant
demand for new solutions. The AsiaPacific region, although growing at a
faster rate, is still in an earlier stage
of development, with more basic types
of products. In Europe, innovation is
not as dynamic as in North America,
but the risk-management strategies
surrounding life products are
developing rapidly.

The report found that strong global
performance among insurers “masks
continued divergence on either side of
the Atlantic.” Among the top 25 per cent

The property/casualty industry is
not growing as robustly as life
insurance, since growth in demand is
not as strong.

2004 CATASTROPHES AMONG MOST EXPENSIVE
IN RECENT YEARS
US property and casualty insurers
paid out a record $27.3 billion to cover
the losses from hurricanes and other
catastrophic events in 2004 to
homeowners and businesses, says
Jersey City, New Jersey-based ISO, a
company that tracks insurance data.
According to ISO, the total surpassed
the previous high of $26.5 billion paid
claims in 2001, which included the
terrorist attacks on New York’s World
Trade Center and the Pentagon in
Washington, D.C.
The
company
defines
a
catastrophe as an event that causes
$25 million or more in insured
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property losses and affects a larger
number of policyholders and insurers.
ISO’s property claim services unit
recorded 22 catastrophic events last
year. “Over 80 per cent of the insured
losses were from the five hurricanes that
made landfall in the US along
the Atlantic and Gulf coasts,” the
company said.
Hurricane Alex battered North
Carolina’s Outer Banks in early August.
Then Florida and other southern states
were hard hit by a series of four major
hurricanes - Charley, Frances, Ivan and
Jeanne. The last time back-to-back
hurricanes hit the US was in 1999.

The ISO said policyholders in 42
states and Puerto Rico filed nearly
3.35 million personal property,
commercial property and auto claims
from storms as well as wildfires.
Florida suffered the highest
insured losses at $18.8 billion, the
report said. Other top claims states
were Alabama at $1.8 billion,
Colorado and Pennsylvania at $715
million each, and Georgia at $660
million. Charley, Frances, Ivan and
Jeanne prompted a total of 2.23
million claims from policyholders,
with 1.63 million coming from Florida,
the ISO said.
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Personal
data, an object
of theft
Companies that compile and sell
billions of private records of Americans
could face new regulatory pressure in
the wake of revelations by ChoicePoint
Inc., one of the largest such information
brokers, that an identity-theft ring
gained access to tens of thousands of
its electronic documents.
ChoicePoint, a fast-growing
repository of information ranging from
driving and property records to
insurance claims, said scammers
posing as legitimate businesses
opened 50 accounts and obtained
access to various databases used for
pre-employment background checks
and public records searches.
The Los Angeles County Sheriff’s
office charged a 41-year-old Nigerian
man, Olatunji Oluwatosin, with six

felony counts including identity theft.
Oluwatosin pleaded no contest to a
single count of unlawful use of personal
identification, and was sentenced to 16
months in state prison.
Investigators said they believe data
on up to 400,000 people may have been
compromised. Police are seeking others
involved in the alleged scam.
ChoicePoint disputes that number and
contends that closer to 145,000
personal records may have been
breached, some of them duplicative. The
company has notified those consumers
throughout the US it believes may be
affected. Police are investigating to
determine whether the identity thefts
resulted in any financial losses.
The incident raises new alarms
about companies that sell private data
and their growing role as providers of
information to law enforcement. Some
critics believe the private data brokers
have had too little government
oversight and that all their databases
should fall under regulations that
govern credit reports.

LLOYD’S CHIEF CALLS FOR MANDATORY
DISCLOSURE OF COMMISSION
The head of Lloyd’s of London, the
insurance market, has criticised the
UK’s financial watchdog, the Financial
Services Authority (FSA), for its policy
on “disclosure on request.”
Mr. Nick Prettejohn, Chief Executive,
Lloyd’s, said the FSA ought to force brokers
to disclose the size of their commissions.
It should move from “disclosure on
request” to mandatory disclosure, he said.
The call came in a speech on improving
the London insurance market.
“The FSA should not bide their time
and ‘wait and see’. They should seize the
moment,” he said.
The FSA took over regulation of the
general insurance sector in January, but
it sidestepped calls to require brokers
to disclose the commissions they earn
from insurers to their clients. It recently
gave brokers and insurers guidance on

managing conflicts of interest. Brokers
must give information on their
commissions if, and only if, their
customers request it, the FSA said.
In the US, lack of transparency about
brokers’ commissions has led to
problems. The world’s biggest insurance
broker, Marsh & McLennan, said
recently it would pay $850 million to
settle charges, raised by New York
Attorney General Mr. Eliot Spitzer in
October, that it sought to rig bids in
conjunction with insurers.
The probe centered around so-called
contingent commissions, whereby
brokers were rewarded according to how
much business they brought to an
insurer, an arrangement that did not
always benefit brokers’ customers. All
of the insurance business written in the
Lloyd’s market is placed via brokers.

HOW TO
PROTECT
YOUR
IDENTITY
 If you use the Internet, make sure
your security software is updated.
 Be vigilant against Internet
scams, never giving out personal
information unless you initiated
the contact or you are sure of whom
you are dealing with.
 Check your credit reports at least
once a year. Contact your credit
card companies if you suspect
identity theft.
 Do not give out personal
information on the telephone to
someone who calls you. If you want
to buy something online, call the
company instead and order over
the phone.
 Buy a home shredder and shred all
credit card applications that arrive
as “junk mail” and all documents
containing personal or business
information.
 Do not put outgoing mail in your
mailbox. It tempts identify
thieves.
 If you lose your wallet or purse, call
your credit card companies and
cancel all accounts.
 While shopping, watch out for
people standing nearby who have
a cell phone with a camera. They
can easily take a clear picture of
the information on your credit
card.
 When writing a check to pay a
credit card account, put just the
last four numbers of your account
on the memo line. Your credit card
company will know the rest of your
account number, but it will be
protected from others as it passes
through the processing channels.
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SUMMIT
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) held
The 9th Insurance Summit 2005 on the topic
'Optimising the Regulatory Framework' at
Hyderabad on February 20.
L to R: Mr. C. S. Rao, Chairman, IRDA, Mr. U. K. Sinha,
Joint Secretary, Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance,
Ms. Shobhana Kamineni, Chairperson, CII, Southern
Region, Dr. Y. S. Rajashekar Reddy, Chief Minister of
Andhra Pradesh and Mr. Analjit Singh, Chairman, CII
Insurance Committee and Chairman, Max New York Life
Insurance Company.

Launched
Escolife, engaged in insurance training,
launched a tabloid monthly newsletter of the
same name, aimed at insurance agents.

Essays on Insurance
Birla Institute of Management Technology released
the India Insurance Report - Series 1, a reference
volume on the insurance industry covering both life
and non-life segments.
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“

Financial conflicts of interest similar to
those at the centre of the Spitzer investigation
exist in the sales of group life and health insurance
and in some personal policies, such as home and
automobile insurance. The arrangements present
significant risks for small customers. If large
sophisticated consumers can be easily cheated,
unsophisticated individual and small business
buyers are even more vulnerable.

Research report from Consumer
Federation of America (CFA)

Mandatory disclosure is not just about a
reaction to Spitzer. It represents the single most
effective way of generating positive change in
our industry, change that I know the FSA
shares our desire to achieve.

Mr. Nick Prettejohn, Chief Executive, Lloyd’s of London

”

When we revealed that there
were structural problems within the
analyst community, within the mutual
fund community, now within the insurance world
in terms of how some of these products are being
sold, there's a reflexive desire on the part of those who
speak for the industry to say it's merely one or two bad apples....
There is an overwhelming dominance of good, honest, hard working
people in that sector. But we are finding some evidence of
criminality, hence the guilty pleas, the massive fines, the
restructurings. My job is to find and root out those
problems, and then hopefully we will have an
industry that is on an even keel and is
doing a better job.

Mr. Eliot Spitzer, Attorney
General, New York
The insurance sector has been witnessing a double
digit growth, which is around 35 per cent in life
and 15 per cent in the non-life segment segment.
This growth is expected to continue. The notion
that opening up of the insurance sector to private
players has weakened PSUs was illogical as most
state-owned insurers have grown after 2000.

Mr. C. S. Rao, Chairman, IRDA

Sadly, if you look at the terrible
pictures of the towns and homes that
were destroyed, it is pretty obvious that very
little of that was covered by insurance. The
hotels, to a certain extent, were. Lloyd's may
pick up a small proportion of that, probably
more in terms of reinsurance than direct
insurance. The total bill for Lloyd's would be
"considerably less" than $1 billion and
"probably less" than $500 million.

Lord Peter Levene, Chairman, Lloyd's of London

The most common complaint we receive from
policyholders is that they were not fully
explained the terms and conditions of the
policy. The grievances relate to lack of transparency over how the premium was fixed, the
charges incurred and the type of cover offered.

Mr. T. K. Banerjee, Member (Life), IRDA

RNI No: APBIL/2002/9589

Events
3 - 4 March , 2005
Venue: Seoul
Bancassurance & Alternative Distribution Channels in Asia
7 - 12 March , 2005
Venue: Pune
Information Systems Audit
by National Insurance Academy (NIA)
7 - 12 March, 2005
Venue: Pune
Lateral Thinking & Decision Making by NIA

28 - 31 March, 2005
Venue: Pune
Ethical Values in Human Capital, by NIA

20 - 22 March, 2005
Venue: Taipei
Asian CEO Insurance Summit, Grand Hyatt
by Asia Insurance Review

6 - 7 April, 2005
Venue: Singapore
Claims Management with a One Day Workshop on Motor,
by Asia Insurance Review

21 - 26 March, 2005
Venue: Pune
Industrial Relations (Life), by NIA

15 - 17 April, 2005
Venue: Pune
TQM & ISO 9004, by NIA
26 - 1 May, 2005
Venue: Pune
Management of Credit Insurance (Non-Life), by NIA
29 April - 1 May, 2005
Venue: Pune
Ethical Values in Human Capital, by NIA

